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ABSTRACT 
Some estimation procedures are considered for the recursive 
system with probabil ity feedbacks introduced in Q. H. Vuong (1982b )  
for the case i n  which the probabil ity models are logi t mode l s .  The 
asymptotic distributions of the two-step estimator, of the e st imator 
obtained at each iteration of a natural iterative sequent ial 
procedure, and of tho estimator obtained at each iteration o f  an 
efficient i terative sequent i al procedure are derived. It is shown 
that, upon convergence, this l atter procedure produce s  an 
asymptot ical ly efficient e st imator . 
PROBABILITY FEEDBACK IN A RECURSIVE SYSTEM 
OF LOGIT MODELS: ESTIMATION 
By Quang H. Vuong 1 
Cal ifornia Insti tute of Technology 
In a prev ious paper ( Q. H. Vuong ( 1982b ) ,  we introduced a 
general model def ined by a recursive system of probabil ity model s in 
which the conditional probabil ities of posterior equations are f ed 
back into anterior equations . Specifically ,  if A and B are two 
endogenous qual itativ e  variabl es, then a recursive system with 
probabil ity feedback for these two qual i tative variabl es i s  def ined by 
a pair of probabi l ity mode l s  (one for the conditional distribut ion of, 
say, A given B, and one for the distribut ion of B) in which the 
probabil ity that B take s  on any particular value depends among other 
things on some of ( or pos sibly all ) the conditional probabil ities for 
A given B. Such a recursive model was motivated by various exampl e s .  
In  particular, it wa s  shown that the mul tivariate logit model ( see 
e . g . ,  M. Nerlove and S .  J. Pres s  ( 1973 , 1 976 ) )  and the constrained
nested logit model ( see ,  e . g . ,  D. McFadden ( 1981 ) )  are special cases 
of the recursive model with probability feedback. Two exampl es in a 
game setting ( a  game against Nature, and a Stackelberg game under 
uncerta inty) il lus trated, however, the more general formul ation. 
In the present paper, we are intere sted in the estimation of 
such a model for the case in which the probabil ity models that 
const itute the recursive system are logit mode l s .  To simpl ify the 
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discuss ion, the next resul ts are derived within a two-equation 
framework. The resul t s  can, however, be extended to the case of more 
than two endogenous qual itative variabl es .  
Let I and J be the number of categori es of the two qual itative 
vari abl es A and B.2 Let t denote the t-th individual of a sampl e of 
si:r. e  T. The probabil ity that the t-th individual "chooses" the 
al ternative j of B i s Pr(B = jl t ) ,  whi l e  the probabil ity that that 
individual "chooses" the al ternative i of A given that he has chosen j 
for B is Pr( A IB = j, t ) . For any t, let Pr(A IB, t )  and Pr(B l t )  be the 
vector of conditional probabil ities Pr(A = i lB = j, t )  and the vector 
of probabil it ie s  Pr(B = J l t ) . Then the recursive system with 
probabi l i ty feedback is defined by : 
where 
for any t 1, • • •  , T , i 1 ,  • • •  , I , j 
log Pr (A  = i lB j. t )  + • 11 j t zij ta 
log Pr(B 
zjt 
"J t 
"t 
J I t > "t + zj tP
zj t (Pr (A IB, 1 ) ,  • • •  , Pr(A IB, T) ) 
-log [t exp ( zj_ .ta>] 1=1 J 
- log [f exp ( z'.tP > ] 3=1 J 
1 • • • •  ,J 
zjt (a) 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3 ) 
( 4 )  
( S )  
The functions z jt ( . ) 's are a ssumed to be known and twice cont inuously 
3 different iable ,  The parameter vectors a and p are unknown and their 
s izes are respectively a and b. The vectors zijt and z jt are
commensurate with a and p, and are interpreted as in standard logit 
analysis ( see D. McFadden (1974,1981)) .  The vector z ijt embodie s  
observed characteristics of  the i-th al ternative o f  A and o f  the j-th 
alternat ive of B, as wel l as observed characteri stics of the t-th 
individual .  Hence the vector z ijt is observed. On the other hand, 
the vector z jt' which depends on observed characteristics of the
al terna tive j and on observed characteristics of the t-th individual 
i s  not observed since that vector depends on the unobserved 
conditional distribut ions Pr (A IB, t ) ,  t = 1, • • • ,T, and hence on the 
unknown parameter a. 
Various methods for est imating the model (1) - (5) are 
studied. First, we consider the two-step ( sequent ial )  e st imator that 
was initially proposed by T. Domencich and D. McFadden (1975) and 
studied by T. Amemiya (1978) in the context of the mul tivariate logit 
model , This procedure is a l so used for the e stimation of the nested 
logit model ( see D. McFadden (1981)). The asymptot ic distribution of 
the two-step estimator is derived for the general model (1) - (5).
This estimator is cons i stent but in general inefficient , and we 
characteri ze the cases for which the est imator i s  efficient .  Then we 
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consider two iterative sequent ial procedures . An i terative sequent ial 
procedure i s  a procedure in whi ch the two- step or sequent ial est imator 
i s  appl ied at each iterat ion. The f irst iterative sequent ial 
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procedure that we study basical ly rel ie s  on the adjustment , at esch 
iteration, of the individual responses to A and B in such a way that 
the marginal frequencies of B for the adjusted responses a gree with 
the marginal probabil ities of B estimated at the previous iteration. 
It i s  shown, however, that the estimator obtained at any i teration has 
the same asymptotic distribut ion as the two-step estimator 
i rre spective of which initial estimate i s  used to start the procedure. 
Another i terative sequent i al procedure which rel ies on a more complex 
adjustment of the indiv idual responses to A and B is then proposed. 
The asymptot ic distribution of the est imator obtained at each 
i teration i s  derived. It i s  shown that, under a certain condition, 
the e stimator obtained at each i teration i s  more efficient that the 
estimator obtained at the prev ious iteration. Moreover, upon 
convergence of tho procedure, the estimator hence obtained i s  shown to 
be a symptot ica l ly as efficient as the FIML est imator and therefore 
asymptotically efficient . 
The paper i s  organized as fol lows , In Section 1, we introduce 
the notations and we consider the special case in which there are no 
rel evant observed individual characteristics . In Sections 2 , 3 , and 4 
we successively study, for that special ca se, the two-stop estimator, 
a natural iterative sequent ial procedure, and an effic i ent i terative 
sequent ial procedure. In Section 5, these procedures and their 
properties are extended to the general model (1) - (5). Section 6 
summarizes our resul t s .  
1. A Special Case
In thi s section, as wel l  as in the next three sections, we 
consider the special case in which the ( observed) individual 
characteristics are irrelevant , This means that the conditional 
probabil it ies Pr(A  = i I B • j, t )  and Pr( B = j I t )  do not depend on 
the index t ,  Th e  purpose o f  thi s simplifying assumption i s  t o  focus 
on the problems that are a ssociated with the basic structure of the 
4 model, Let us note that we may sti l l  have some characteri stics of 
the choices, 
s 
Let ZA be the IJ X a matrix of which the ( i, j) -th row is zij'
Simil arly, let ZB be the J X b matrix of which the j-th row is z j, We 
shal l use the notation e� to indicate the n-th standard bas i s  vector
N of R , and UN to indicate the N-dimensional vector of ones, For any
j = l, , , , , J, l et \)jo be the IJ-dimensional vector of which the ( i, 0 
j) -th component i s  one if j = j0 and zero otherwise, Then 
\)j = ei ® u1 where "® • denotes the usual kronecter product ,  5 
Finally, let � be the IJ X J matrix of which the column vectors are
1 J \) through \) ,
Using the previous notation, the special case of the general 
model introduced in Section 1 can be wri tten a s :  
J 
log Pr(A  I B) = [ µj \)j + ZAa ( 6) 
j=l 
log Pr (B) = µUJ + Z811 ( 7) 
where 
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z8 = Z8( Pr(A IB) ) (8) 
µj 
µ 
I 
- log [  [ exp ziJ'il
i=l 
J 
log [ [ up zjll1 ,6 
j=l 
We assume that the matrices MA and � given by
1 J MA = [�,ZA] = (\) , , , , , \) ,ZA] and � = [U1, ZB]
are of full column rank, since if thi s  were not the case, the 
parameters a and II would obvious ly not be ident ified, The l inear 
(9) 
(10) 
manifolds generated by the column vectors of MA and � are cal l ed the
model spaces of the two probability models (6) and ( 7) ( see footnote 
6 ) ,  
Let nij be the number o f  individuals whose A-response i s  equal
to i, and B-response i s  equal to j ,  Since observed individual 
characteristics are irrelevant, the cont ingency table 
nAB = {ni j; i = 1,,,,,1, j = l, , , , , J} i s  a sufficient sta t i st ic for 
the unknown parameter vector 6 = ( a ' ,  II')•, 
We also assume, for the moment , that there are no observed 
empty cells in the cont ingency table, i . e. ,  that nij > 0 for any pair 
( i, j) , ,  Thus all the l, J conditional probabil ities p ( i l j) and J 
marginal probabilities p ( j )  can be estimated, Moreover, difficulties 
associ ated with the non-existence of M, L, estimates are removed. 7 The 
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assumption of non-empty cel l s  i s  all the more just if ied that we shall 
study the properties of estimators when the sample size becomes large. 
The est imators we shall study are based on the maximum-
l ikel ihood method. We shall therefore consider the log-l ikel ihood, 
more exact ly, l/T times the log-l ikel ihood function. Let 
LA(a, fAB) 
1'B (a , p, fB)
[ fij log p ( i l j>
i, j 
[ fj log p ( j)
j 
where fAB = nAB/T i s  the v ector of observed frequenci es, and
(11 ) 
( 12 ) 
fB = {fj; j = l ,  • • • ,J) i s  the vector of marginal frequencies for B. 
The sample log-l ikel ihood mul tipl ied by 1 /T i s :  
L ( a ,  p, fAB) = [ fi j  log p ( i, j)
i, j 
= LA (a, fAB) + � ( a, p, f8) 
( 13 )  
I t  i s  worth not ing that L ( a, p, f AB) i s  decomposed into the sum  of two 
terms which are the l og-l ikel ihood functions one has to consider if 
the two probabi l ity model s ( 3 . 1 )  and ( 3 .2 ) are to be separately 
est imated by the maximum-l ikel ihood method . 
Three methods of est imation are now studied :  a two- step 
( s equent ial) procedure, a natural iterative sequent ial procedure, and 
an efficient iterative sequent ial procedure. The proofs of the next 
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resul ts as well as of complementary resul ts are given in the Appendix. 
Expressions for the second order parti al derivative of LA and 1'H are
given in Lemma 3 of the Appendix. These expressions can be used to 
compute the asymptot ic covari ance matrices of the various estimators 
considered below. 
2. A Two-Step Est imator
Given the structure of the model ( 6 ) - ( 7 ) , it is natural to 
� �· �· consider the two-step est imator 6 = (a ', p ) ' of the true
o o '  o '  parameter vector 6 = ( a  , P ) ' that i s  described below. This two-
step procedure was f irst proposed by T.A. Domencich and D. McFadden 
( 1975) and studied by T. Amemiya ( 1978) in the context of a bivariate 
logit model . The same procedure i s  a l so used for the estimation of 
the nested l ogit model ( see, e. g . ,  D. McFadden (1981 ) ) .  As shown in 
Q .  H .  Vuong ( 1982b) , these model s sre special cases of the basic model 
( 1 ) -(S) • 
( i) 
In our ca se, the two-step procedure consists in: 
Estimating the probabil ity model ( 6 )  for A given B by the method 
of maximum-likel ihood (M.L. ) ,  i . e. ,  maximizing L(a, fAB) with 
respect to a subject to the constraint s  ( 6 )  and ( 9 ) . Thia gives 
� A l  an est imate a and hence an est imate Pr (A IB) . 
( i i) Subst i tuting �r1 CA IB) for Pr(A IB> in ( 8) to get an est imate �� 
of z8, and then est imating by the method of maximum-l ikel ihood
the probabi l ity model for B with ��. instead of Z�, i . e. ,
Al maximizing L(a , p, f8) with respect to P subject to the
Al 1 constraint s  (7) and (10) where z8 is substituted for z8• Thi s  
Al A 1 1ives the esti•ates P and Pr (B) . 
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T. Amemiya (1978) has derived the asymptotic covariance matri x  
Al Al Al of the two-step e st imator 6 = ( a  , P ) in the case of a bivariate
101i t model. The next result shows that Amemiya'• formula holds for 
the more general aodel ( 6 )  - (10), It i s  worth mentioning that the 
� consistency and the asymptotic normality of the estimator a result in 
fact froa general properties of conditional maximwr-likelihood 
e stimators (E.B. Andersen (1970)). Indeed it is straightforward to 
see from the complete log-likelihood ( 13 )  that the marginal 
cont ingency table for B (or marginal frequencies f8) is a suffici ent 
statist i c  for the parameter vector p. 
Theorem 1 
Al The two-step e stimator 6 is a cons i stent and asymptoti cally
normal estimator of 6°. And we have : 
./f< �l - 60) � N(O, Ll)
where 
[1 =-I 
il2LA il
2i;J il2i;J il2i;J[ r ilaila, + aaap, apap, apaa,
"211J
apaa • 
112i;J 
I -1
; aaap, 
I . 
il2i;J 
; apap •
all the derivatives being evaluated at either ( a0, Pr0(A, B) ) or 
( ao, po, Pro(B) ) .s
10 
(14) 
From the formula giv ing the inverse of a partitioned matrix, 
Equation (14) can be rewritten a s :  
[1
where 
L!a
[!11
L�11
rL!a 
l L�a 
[ 
l-1 a2L - __ A ilaila' 
[!11][�11 
i!2L il2i;J il2i;J I l-1 
[ 
l 
[ 
i-1 L�� = ilailaA' ilailfl' ilflilp' 
( lS) 
[ 
l-1 il2i;J - apap • 
[ 
l-l I l 
[ 
i-l 
[ 
l [ i-l il2i;J il2i;J i12LA il2i;J il2� - apap, ilflila, ilaila, ilailfl, apap, 
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As in Amemiya ( 1978) , it i s  important to note that the 
"""1 a symptotic covariance matrix of the estimator a i s  equal to the
a symptotic covariance matrix of the est imator of a 0 obtained f rom the 
separate M, L. estimation of the model ( 6 ) .9 However, due to the
presence of the second term, """1 the a symptot ic covariance matrix of II 
not equal to the a symptotic covariance matrix of the estimator of p0 
obtained f rom the M, L. estimation of the model ( 7) ,  assuming that 
"""1a = a • It i s  a l so 
[ 
l-1 -a2'"s noteworthy that apap • i s  an underestimate of
the true a symptot ic covariance matrix L�p of p, Thi s  i s  because we 
is 
"""1 0 have to take into account that a i s  an estimate of a obtained in the
f irst step of the procedure. 
� The two-step est imator 6 is in general inefficient . We
"""1 shal l , however, characterize the cases in which 6 is efficient . Let
� �· �· 0 6 = (a , II ) ' be the M. L. estimator of 6 • It i s  wel l-known that
under general conditions (which are sati sfied here) , the M.L. 
est imator satisf ies : 
D 
Jf<� - 6°) � N(O, LM)
where 
LM = -
a2LA a
2'"s 
--- + ---. aaaa. aaaa ••
a2'"s 
apaa • ; 
a2'"s 
I -1 
aaap • 
I .
a2'"s
apap •
al l the matrices being evaluated at either (a0, Pr0(A, B) ) or
( ao, 110, Pro(B) ) ,10
Let E be the square matrix def ined by 
a2'"s a2'"s E = -- ---aaaa • aaap , 
[ 
l-1 a2'"s a2'"s apap • apaa ' • 
12 
( 16 )  
( 17) 
where a l l  the derivatives are evaluated at (a, p, Pr(B; a, jl)), As
l emma 6 of the Appendix states , the matrix E is negative sem i-
n� 
Moreover E = 0 if and only if the column-vectors of -a;;;-def inite, 
belong to the l inear manifold � (a) spanned by u1 and the column-
vectors of Z8(a). This condition can be written as:
az811 
-a;;;- = � " 
for some (b + 1 )  X a matrix A which may depend on a. 
We can now readily evaluate the effici ency of the two-step 
� estimator 6 by comparing its asymptot ic covariance matrix to the
asymptotic covariance matrix of the ful l-information maximum­
likel ihood (Fl)ll..) est imator tM. 11
( 18) 
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Corollary 1: 
The two-step e st imator � is in general inefficient , i . e . :
[1 2 LM. ( 1 9) 
and i s  effici ent if and only if (18) holds at (a0, p0) . 
Since the true parBJDeters (a0, p0) are unknown, thi s  l atter
result is used to check whether or not condition (18) holds for all 
parameters (a, p ).  As a matter of fact, if the dimens ion of the model
space �(a) does not depend on a and thus is equal to b+l so that all
the parameters in P can be identified for any a , then i t  can readily
be shown that condition (19) holds everywhere if and only if the model 
space �(a) is invariant with respect to a.
Corollary 2:
If the model space �(a) i s  invari ant with respect to a, then
Al � the two-step estimator & is ident ical to the FIML estimator & , and 
therefore eff ici ent . 
As di scussed above, the sequent ial estimator � i s  consistent
al though in general inefficient . To obtain an effici ent est imator, 
one can use a standard iterative opt imiz ation routine which will 
produce the FIML est imator �. One can in fact carry out only one
i teration of the Newton-Raphson a l gorithm (T.J. Rothenberg and T. C. 
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Leenders (196 4) )  or one i teration of the algorithm of R. Berndt, B. 
Hal l , R. Hal l , J. Hausman (1974) on the complete log-like l ihood 
funct ion to obtain an efficient estimator of & .  Let us not e  that 
these procedures involve, however, the joint estimation of the 
parBJDeter vector & = (a' ,p ') ' .
In the following sections, we shall be interested in i terative 
sequenti al procedures, i . e . ,  in procedures in which the parameter 
vector s  a and P are sequent ial ly estimated at each iteration. Such
procedures will be particul arly useful when, for instance, the number 
of parameters in a and p i s  l arge. Indeed, since the parameter
vectors a and p are separately estimated in sequential procedures, the
dimension of the probl em will be reduced by approximately one hal f. 
Given an estimate of a, one can readily obtain an e st imate of
P by applying the two-step procedure di scus sed earl ier. The 
diff icul ty is to obtain a new estimate of a given an est imate of p, 
i . e . , to use the e stimate of p when considering the est imati on of the
model ( 6). One can distingui sh three type s of modi fications to the 
estimation of model ( 6 ) : one can modify ( i ) the observation vector 
nAB, ( i i) the vectors spanning ZA' i . e. , the values of the 
expl anatory variables in model ( 6) ,  and ( iii ) both nAB and ZA. We 
shall consider only the f irst type of modif ication. 
3. A Natural Iterative Sequent ial Procedure
To def ine an iterative sequent ial procedure, we need to 
!°'r+ 1 '°'r+ 1 ' A r+  1 ' specify how the estimator & = (a ,p ) • of the r + 1 iteration 
� Ar' Ar • i s  obtained from the estimator 6 = (a , p  ) of the previous
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i teration. Within any iteration, the e st imator of p wil l be obtained 
from the estimator of a by applying the sequential method de scribed in 
Sect ion 2 . To compl ete the definition of the sequenti al iterative 
procedure, i t  now suffices to de scribe how the e st imator �l is 
� Ar'�· A r  obtained from 6 =(a , p  ) .  Let Pr ( B) be the estimated marginal
probabil i ty di stribution of B that is a s soc iated with�. Since the 
value s of B are endogenously determ ined, and s ince an estimate of 
Pr(B) is avai l abl e, it is natural to think of  modifying the 
cont ingency tabl e nAB in such a way that the marginal frequencies of B 
A r  agree with the estimate Pr (B) . 
Ar Formal ly ,  if fAB is the vector of adjusted frequenc ies, then
f � .:..!i • Ar • Arf i j  = f p j = f i I J p jj 
or in matrix and vector notation: 
Ar fAB 
A r  A r  D(Pr ( B) 0 u1) fAfB = D ( fAfB ) [Pr (B) 0 U1J
( 20 )  
where D(V) i s  the diagonal matrix of whi ch the diagonal el ement s are 
the component s of the vector v . 12 Let us note that thi s  adjustment of 
the cont ingency tabl e nAB doe s  not modify the conditional frequencie s  
of  A given B .  ArOn the other hand, the adj usted marginal frequency f8
A r is equal to Pr (B) . 
The estimator �l is then obtained by estimating the model 
A for A given B where fAB is replaced by the adj usted frequencies f� .
The est imator �l will not in general be identical to the previous 
Ar e st imator a , even though the conditional frequencies f A IB have not
16 
been modif ied. This i s  so because the conditional frequencies are not 
a suffici ent stati stic for a ( see F.qnation (11) ) .
Arf-1 Ar+l To summarize, the new estimator (a ,p ) i s  obtained from 
Ar Ar (a , p  ) by :
( i) maximizing LA(a,� ) with respect to a where LA( . , . )  and � are
given by ( 11 ) and ( 20 ) . This gives �1•
( ii )  Arf-1 maximiz ing �(a , p, f8) with respect to p, where�( . , ., . ) i s
�1 13 given by ( 12) .  This gives P • 
Let us note that these two steps require the estimation o f  two logit 
model s  so that standard programs can be used. 
The i terative procedure is started by choosing an initial 
est imate of 6. As a matter of fact we only need an initial estimate
of Pr (B) . We shal l restrict our attention to initial est imators 
A o  Pr (B) that sati sfy :
A D vTCPr0 (B) - Pr0(B) ) � N(O, C)
for some covari ance matrix C .  One can for instance choose as an 
(21 )  
A o  ini t i al estimate of Pr (B) , the observed marginal frequency f8 since
it sati sfied (21 )  ( see lemma 1 of the Appendix) . In thi s case, the 
f irst-iteration est imator �l is simply the sequential est imator of 
Sec t ion 2 . 
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The next theorem states, however, that the natural iterative 
sequenti al procedure does not l ead to an efficient est imator of & .  
More precisely. at any i terat ion this procedure provides an est imator 
of &0 that is as efficient as the two-step estimator of Section 2 . 
Theorem 2 
For any init ial estimator of Pr0 (B) that sat i sf ies ( 21 ) .  and 
� for any r i 1. the estimator & obtained at the r-th i teration of the
natnral iterative sequenti al procedure has the same asymptot i c  
d i stribut ion as the two-step estimator . 
In particular, if we start from the initial consistent 
0 � est imator fB of Pr (B) , or from the two-step est imator & of Section
2. we get at each step of the procedure an est imator � which is
"1 asymptotically as efficient a s  the two-step estimator & which is in
general inefficient . Let us note that the conclusion of Theorem 2 
holds for any initial estimator that satisf ied ( 21 ) . Thus we may or 
may not improve the ini t i al estimator � depending on whether f:o i s
� l ess or more efficient than the two-step est imator & • Let us also
note that even in the case in  which we improve the init ial est imate, 
Theorem 2 impl ies that i t  i s  ( a symptotically) worthl ess to do more 
than one iteration. 
As another consequence of Theorem 2 , we can derive the 
asymptot ic properties of the l imiting est imator f:L = (�1 .�L ' > ' •  if 
the procedure converges . If convergence occurs. then the l imiting 
est imator is a fixed point of the process and thns satisf ies the 
l im iting equa tions : 
aLA I = 0 Ta (�. ��) 
a111 I = 0 ap ("L pi. f )
where 
� AB
a • 
• B 
" L  D( fAIB) [Pr (B) 0 u1J. 
Since for any iteration r, the estimator � i s  as efficient as the 
two-step estimator � . it is not surpri sing that the l imiting
18 
( 22) 
(23) 
N. "1 est imator & i s  also as efficient as & • The next resul t i s ,  however,
sl ightly more general s ince it states that any consistent estimator 
that satisf ied the l imiting equations ( 22) with (23), i s  as efficient 
as the two-step estimator. Hence, the properties of the l imiting 
est imator do not depend on the choice of the i terative procedure used 
to solve Equations ( 22) -( 23 ) .  
Corol lary 3 :
Any cons i st ent est imator f:L that satisfies ( 22) -( 23 )  is
a symptot ically as efficient as the two-step est imator. 
Before considering an efficient procedure in the next section, 
we now discus s why the natural iterative sequential procedure does not 
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provide an est imator that i s  more and more effici ent as the number of 
iteration increases.1 4 As defined above , at the beginning of 
iteration r + 1, the observation vector nAB is modif ied in such a way
Ar that the adjusted frequency f8 agrees with the marginal probabi l i ty
A r distribut ion Pr (B) est imated at iteration r .  But any iterativ e
sequenti al procedure that rel ies on adjustment s that modify only the 
marginal frequencies f8 ( and hence that preserve the conditional 
frequencies fA IB) cannot provide in general a more efficient e st imator
than the estimator obt ained at the prev ious i teration. To see thi s, 
let us a ssume that the probabil ity model for A given B is saturated, 
u i . e . ,  MA= R ( there are as many expl anatory vari ables as independent
conditional probabil ities p( i l j ) ) .  It i s  easy to see from the first-
order conditions ( se e  Lemma 2 of the Appendix) that the est imated 
conditional probabil ities ;r( i l j) are equal to the observed 
conditional frequencies f i l j• Since the f i l j•s are not modified, the
estimate of a does not change, and hence nei ther doe s  the estimate of 
p. Therefore in thi s  case, an i terative sequent ial procedure based on
the adj ustment of only the marginal frequencies f8 gives at any step 
an e st imator that i s  ident i cal to the initial est imator . 
4 An Efficient Iterat ive Sequential Procedure 
The natural iterative sequent ial procedure previously 
di scus sed doe s not prov ide an estimator that i s  more effici ent than 
the s imple two-step estimator of Section 2 . We shall now study 
another i terative sequent i al procedure in which the adj ustment s again 
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involve modif ications only of the observation vector nAB . As the 
discuss ion ending the preceding section suggests, we need to consider 
modifications that affect the conditional frequencies f i l j in order to
obtain a useful iterative procedure. 
The i terative sequenti al procedure studied in thi s section i s  
s imil ar to the previous natural iterative sequential procedure in the 
sense that it a l so rel ies on an adj ustment of the observation vector 
in the f irst step of each i teration. However, the adjusted 
Ar frequencies fAB used in the first step of the r + 1 iteration is now:
?r AB fAB - D ( fAB) [ l-1 a2 tA a111 ZA aaaa ' aal (:r, pr, ( 2 4) fB)
where the matrix in square brackets i s  ..!.!!!: consi stent e stimator of the 
0 0 second partial derivatives of LA evaluated at (a • Pr (A, B) ) .  We
shal l use the estimate obtained by evaluating the second partial 
� derivatives of LA at (a . fAB) .  Other consi stent estimators are, of 
course, avai lable, such as the second partial derivatives of LA 
Ar evalua ted a t  ( a . fAB) ' or the e stimate obtained by simply applying
formul ae (A.8) - (A.11 ) in the appendix where Pr°CAIB) and Pr0(B) are 
repl aced by the consistent estimates fA IB and f8• For practi cal 
Al l\r rea sons . however, the choice (a , f AB) is preferabl e to (a • fAB) 
since the U X a matrix by which the f irst order parti al derivatives 
Ar "r of 11J are premul tipl ied in (24) does not depend on ( a • p ) and hence
need not be recomputed at each i teration. 15 Al so, the method that 
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cons i sts in substitut ing f A IB and f8 for Pr0(A IB) and Pr(B) in (A. 8 )  -
(A .11 ) ,  although being very simple, may rai se some difficul ties when 
one doe s  not have  r epeated observations ( see footnote 27 ) . 
Since the f irst order partial derivatives of Lu are given by : 
ar� , aA•z· 1 II "B A r  - "' -- [ f - Pr (B) ] a11 <:i-. pr, fu> a11 <:i-. P1'> B ( 25 )  
( See Lnmia 2 of the Appendix ) , it follows that the adjustment of the 
observed frequencies depends on the discrepancy between the observed 
marginal frequency f8 and the e stimated probabi l ity di stribut ion 
A r  Pr ( B) . However, s ince A depends on B so that ZA i s  not of the form
u1 ® XA for some I X a matrix XA , then the adjustment given by ( 24)
doe s  modify the observed conditional frequency f A IB" 
To sWDlarize, the i terative sequenti al procedure is as before, 
and thus consists in :  
( i) 
( i i) 
� maximiz ing LA( 11, fAB) with respect to a, in order to obtain 
Ar+l 
Cl 
Ar+l maximizing Lu< 11  • p. f8) with respect to P in order to obtain 
pt'+l.16 
Ar The only difference i s  that the adjusted frequency fAB is now given by 
( 24) instead of ( 20 ) . 
To start the i terative procedure, we shall use f8 as an 
ini tial ( consistent ) estimate of the marginal probabil ity di stribution 
Pr(B) . From ( 24) -( 25 )  it follows that the frequency vector� used 
at the f irst iteration i s  equal to the observed frequency fAB. Thus 
the first i teration of the present procedure with f8 as an initial 
� estimate simply gives the two-step e st imator & of Section 2 . 
The next resul t basical ly give s  the covariance matrix of the 
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asymptot ic di stribution of the estimator obtained at each iteration of 
the i terative sequential procedure associated with the adjustment 
( 24) . Let F and G be the two square matrices defined as fol lows :  
a2L 
F = -��A aaaa • + E, 
G = [ l-1a2L E--A aaaa• • 
( 26 )  
( 27 )  
where Eis given by ( 17 ) , and where the partial derivatives of LA are
evaluated at ( 11, Pr(A, B; 11, p)). Note that G is not necessarily 
symmetric whil e  F i s .  
Theorem 3 :
� For any r 2 1 ,  the estimator 6 obtained at the r-th iteration 
of the i terative sequenti al procedure a ssoc iated with the adjustment 
( 24) is a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator of & 0• And 
we have : 
D 
.ff< � - I) o) � N(O, L r)
whore 
i12L 112 2 
( I  + �r-1 ,-1 F + _JJ_ (� -1 ii 11J ilailP' apap•> apaa• 
il2
11J 
aaap' 
-1 
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[r=- (28) 
il2
11J 
apaa' 
il2
11J 
apap' 
The matrices H and F, and all the partial derivatives are evaluated a t  
either (a0, Pr0(A, B) ) or  (a0, p0, Pr0(B) ) . 17
Let us note that 
F 
il2LA ( I  + G) ilaila' ' (29) 
Thus if r = 1 ,  then L r is equal to the covariance matrix (3.9), as i t
Al should be since & is s imply the two-step e st imator. 
F.quation (28) shows that the asymptotic covariance matrix of 
� & depends in general on r. As mentioned above, the matrix G is not 
necessarily symmetric. However, it i s  shown in the Appendix, Lemma 
14 , that all the root s of G are real and nonnegative. The next 
corol l ary states that one improves the estimator of &0 at each 
iteration if and only if the large st root of G0 [G0 is the matrix G 
evalua ted a t  ( a0 , p0, Pr0(A, B) ) ]  i s  strictly less than one. 1 8  
Specifical ly ,  the estimator obtained at each iteration is more 
efficient than the est imator obtained at the previous iterat ion. 
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Corol l ary 4 al so compares the efficiency of each est imator to the FIML 
estimator which is efficient . 
Corollary 4 :  
!-r-+1 For any r, the estimator & is at least as efficient as the 
� 0 estimator & if and only if the l arge st root s of G i s  not greater 
than one, and is strictly more efficient than � if and only if the
l argest root of G0 is strict ly less than one. 
!'M � Moreover, the FIML estimator & is a t  least a s  efficient as & 
for any r, 
Renee, when the l argest root of G0 i s  strictly less than one, 
we hav e :  
[M>Lr+l>[r (30) 
Thus, unl ike the natural iterative sequenti al procedure, i t  pays to 
i terate with the present procedure. In fact , the pre sent iterative 
sequent ial procedure is efficient in the sense that the a symptot i c  
covari ance matrix o f  � converge s to  the inverse o f  the information
matrix. More preci sely, thi s  holds under the condition of 
Corol l ary 4 .  
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Corollary S: 
When r increases, t'r becomes efficient , i . e . :
lim 
r-?a> r
r LM ( 31 )  
if and only if the l arge st root of G0 is strictly les s  than one . 
Since the true parameters a0 and p0, and hence the matrix G0 
are not known, the conditions of Corol l aries 4 and S cannot be 
checked. Of course, one may impose that for al l (a, p) , the matrix G 
has its l argest root l e s s  than one . Bnt thi s l atter condition may be 
v iol ated by too many mode l s .  However, a practical way to know if the 
l argest root of G0 is sma l l er than one i s  to look at the convergence 
of the i terativ e sequential procedure .  Indeed if the l argest root of 
G0 i s  strictly less than one, and if the ini ti al est imator i s  
sufficiently close to the  true value of the parameters, then 
convergence wil l occur. In thi s case, the l imiting estimator � i s
efficient and sati sf ied the limiting equations ( 22) with 
� AB fAB - D ( fAB) 
a2 tA aln 
[ 
l-1 z A a;;;;; a;:;·l �. "L f )p ' B (32) 
The next coroll ary states that any consi stent est imator of 6 
that i s  a so lut ion of the l imit ing equati ons (22) with �� as def ined
by (32) is an effici ent e st imator of 6°, Thus the effici ency property
holds i rrespect ive of which iterative procedure i s  used to solve the 
l imiting equations . 1 9  
Corollary 6 :  
Any cons istent est imator � that satisfies ( 22) and ( 32) is
efficient . 
S. Generalization 
In the previons sections, we have stndied various est imation 
procedures for the case in which there are no observed relevant 
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indiv idual characteristics so that the contingency table DAB is a 
suffici ent stati st i c ,  In addition, we have assumed that there are no 
observed empty cel l s  in the cont ingency tabl e in order to study the 
a symptotic properti e s  of the proposed estimators .  For a fixed sample 
size, however, thi s  l atter condition i s  often not sati sfied. 
The purpose of thi s section is to see whether the properties 
of the previous e st imation procedures, and in particular the efficient 
i terative sequential procedure, sti l l  hold when the contingency tabl e 
has some empty cel l s  or when there are some observed relevant 
individual character i st ics .  Fi rst, under the assumption that there 
are no rel evant indiv idual characteri stics, we consider the case in 
which the cont ingency tabl e has some empty cel l s .  We then extend the 
di scussion to the case in which there are some relevant observed 
indiv idual characteri stics that are all qual itative . Finally ,  we 
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di scuss the case in which some individual characteri stics are 
qnanti tative .  
When there are some observed empty cel l s, two major 
dif ficulties arise : a problem of ident i f ication of the parameters a, 
and a problem of exi stence of M.L. estimate s .  Let us for instance 
Al Al consider the two-step e st imator & for which the estimate a is 
obtained by maximiz ing LA(a, fAB) a s  given by ( 11 ) . Suppose that some 
categories of B are not observed. Then from ( 11 )  it fol lows that the 
corresponding conditional probabil ities p ( i l j) do not appear in the 
( conditional )  l ikel ihood funct ion LA. If the conditional probabil ity 
model for A given B is too l arge, then there may exi st more than one 
( actua l ly an inf inite number of) admissibl e  conditional probabil ity 
distributions for A given B that di sagree only on the unobserved 
value s  of B. If thi s  i s  the case , then cl early one cannot have a 
� unique e st imate a • It can, however, be readily shown that thi s  doe s  
not occur ( the conditional l ikel ihood LA being then strictly concave 
in a) if and only if the matrix MA ii ful l column-rank, where MA i s  
the matrix obtained from MA by del eting a l l  the rows and columns 
a ssoci ated with the unobserved categori es of B.20 In what follows, it 
is a ssumed that thi s  condition holds . 
The second probl em is wel l  known and is a s sociated w ith the 
exi stence of the solutions of the two maximization probl ems that have 
to be solved at each step of the i terative sequent ial procedure. 
Indeed, since some fij and some fj are equal to zero, the e st imates :r 
and �r may not exi st .21 If this is the case, then the only solution 
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i s  to obtain a l arger sampl e, o r  t o  reduce the set o f  admiss ible 
probabil ity distributions, i . e . , the probabil ity model ,  by introducing 
some additional restrictions on the parameters . 
We now introduce some relevant individual characteristics .  We 
f irst a ssume that these individual characterist ics are al l 
qual itative .  Without loss of general ity, we can consider only one 
qual itative characteri stic C that i s  polytomous . Let K be the number 
22 of its categories. The recursive system of probabil ity model s  with 
probabil ity feedback becomes 
log Pr(A IB,C = k) � Jljk',)j + ZAka 
log Pr(B I C  = k) = pkUJ + ZBkp 
where ZBk depends on a. 
(33) 
(34) 
Let fABC be the vector of observed frequencies for A, B, and 
C. Al so, let fAB IC and fc be the vector of conditional frequencies 
for A and B given C , and the vector of marginal frequenc i e s  for C. 
Then, the two log-likel ihood functions that are considered in the 
two-step e st imator or in the i terative sequential procedure s  
prev iously studied are : 
LA(a, fAB IC' fc) = � fk LAk(a, fAB lk) 
11J<a ,  p, fB IC' fc) = � fk 11Jt(a, p, fB lk) 
(35) 
(36) 
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where 
Lil.(11, fABh) = [ fij I t. log p ( i l j, k) 
1, j 
( J7 )  
1Ht. <11. p. f8 I t.> = � fJ I t. log p < J  I t.> ( J8) 
The summations in ( JS) and ( J6 )  should of course be taken over 
the value s  of C that are observed. If some value s of C are not 
observed or if some combina tions of B and C are not obs erved, as will 
frequently be the ca se when the number of categori es of C i s  l arge 
rel ative to the sampl e size, then problems of identification of some 
2J parameters in 11 and P may ari se . Moreover, probl ems a ssociated with 
the exi stence of value s  for 11 and P that maximize LA(11, fABC) and 
11JC11, p. f8c> may occur . Beside s  these two difficul ties which were 
di scussed above, we have  to reconsider the adjustment s that are made 
in the effici ent i terative sequential procedure.24 We shal l apply 
equation ( 24) in order to adjust each conditional frequency fABft• 
Specifically, for any value k of C that i s  observed, we have :  
� fABfl = fABfk - D ( fABfl) [ � i-1 a LAk ZAk a11aa' ate1 aa (:r, pr, fB It) ( J9 )  
where the matrix in  square brackets is  a consi stent e st imator of the 
second parti al derivatives of LAl a t  ( 11°, Pr0(A, Bil) ) .  We shall take 
as consi stent e stimator the second partial derivatives of LAl 
evaluated at (�1, fABfk) where :1- is the two-step e stimator of a. Let 
us note that the above adjustment modifies only the conditional 
frequenc ies fABfc• Hence �= fc· 
a let. 
a11 
The f irst partial derivatives of 11Jt. with respect to 11 are : 
ap 'Z ' 
Ar A = ---1!E I A 
JO 
(11, pr. fBfC) 
a11 (:r. ;r) 
( fB lk - Pr
r(Bfk) ) .  
(40) 
Hence, if the observed conditional frequency fBfC is taken to be the 
� � initial est imate of Pr(Bfk) , then fABC = fABC so that the e stimator 6 
obtained a t  the first iteration i s  again the two-step est imator. 
For the study of the asymptotic properties, it is assumed that 
the observed marginal frequency fC converge s in probabil ity to some 
0 2S probabil ity di stribution Pr (C) . Then i t  can readily be shown ( see 
Appendix, Sect ion S) that all the resul ts of Sections 2 , J, and 4 
st ill hold.26 In particul ar the i terative sequential procedure 
def ined by the adjustment ( J9) used in the first step of each 
i teration i s  efficient in the sense that i t  produce s an asymptotically 
efficient estimator of 11 and p when the number of iterations 
increases .  Moreover, the asymptotic covariance matrix of the 
e st imator obtained at the r-th iteration i s  given by ( 28) where all 
the second partial derivatives are evaluated at (11°, p0, 
Pr0(A, BfC ) , Pr0 (C) ) .  These partial derivatives can readily be 
evaluated from ( JS) - ( J6 )  by noting that Lemma J of the Appendix applies to LAl and Let for each k. For instance, we have :  
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a2L 2 
aaaa� I (a. p. Pr0(A, B IC ) .  Pr0(C ) ) = � o __ 
a LAk I Pk aaaa • (a, p, Pr0 (A, B lk) )
( 41 )  
where the second partial derivatives of LAk are given by F.quation
(A. 1 1 ) .27 
The study o( the case in which al l the indiv idual 
charact eri stics are qual itative cl early suggests how one can proceed 
when some or all of these characteri stics are cont inuous . In the 
l atter case, the recursive sy st em with probabil ity feedback take s  the 
general form of F.quations ( 1 )  - ( 5 ) .  Let yABt be the IJ-dimensional 
vector of which the ( i, j) -th component i s: 
y ijt 
= { : 
if At = i and Bt = j ( 42 ) 
otherwise 
Let yBt  be the I-dimensional vector of which the j-th element y jt i s  
the sum o f  the yijt's over i .  Then 
y jt 
= {: 
if Bt = j ( 43 )  
otherwise
Def ine yABX and y81 as being the vectors (y,.\s1 , . • • , yABT) ' and
<Ysi••··•Yirr>'. Then the two l ikel ihood functions that we consider
are : 
) LA (a, YABx �L LAt (a, YABt )t (44) 
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�(a, p, YBx> = � � �t(a, p, YBt) (45 ) 
where 
LAt (a, YABt) r yijt log p ( i l j, t )t;j 
�t (a, p. Yut > = � yjt log p ( j  I t >
(46) 
(47) 
Comparing F.quations ( 44) - ( 47) to F.quations ( 35 )  - ( 38) it is 
cl ear that t pl ays the rol e of k while yABt and yBt play the role of
fAB lk  and fB lk" Hence, provided the continuous characteri stics 
sati sfy some suitabl e asymptoti c  assumptions ( such as those given by, 
e. g . ,  D. McFadden (1974) or C. Manski and D. McFadden ( 1981 ) ) ,  one can
show that all the resul ts of Sect ions 2 - 4 st i l l  hold. We shall not, 
however, elaborate on these technicalities. 28 Instead, we now 
bri efly summarize the resul ts of Sect ions 2 - 4 in this more general 
cont ext . 
� In the two-step procedure, we f irst obtain an e st i mate a by 
maximiz ing (44) with respect to a. then we obtain an e st imate of P by 
�maximiz ing �( a , p, y81> with respect to p. According t o  the resul t
of Sect ion 2 , this two-step e st imator is consistent, asymptotica l ly 
normal, but in general inefficient .29 Moreover, the only practical 
cases for which the two-step e stimator is efficient (and equal to the 
FIML est imator) are those for which the l inear space � doe s  not
depend on a, where � is generated by the IT-dimensional vectors
{e; ® u1 ; t = 1 ,  • • •  , T) , and the b column-vectors of the matrix 
z8 = [ZBl , • • •  , ZBT] ' ( see Appendix, Sect ion 5 )  • 
In the natural iterative sequential procedure, an adjustment 
of yABX i s  made in  the f irst step of any iteration. This adjustment 
is def ined for any observation t and for any iteration r as fol lows : 
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t�· if At = i and Bt j ( 48) Ar y ij t otherwise 
( Compare (48) to ( 43 ) .) "r+l In the r + 1 iteration, a is obtained by 
Ar Ar+t maximizing LA(a, yABX) with respect to a, then P i s  obtained by 
maximizing �<:r-+1 • p, y81> with respect top. Theorem 2 says that 
the est i•ator obtained at each i teration is as efficient as the two-
step e st imator i rrespective of which initial estimates are used to 
start the procedure. 
Fina l ly ,  let us consider the efficient i terative sequent ial 
procedure. It follows from ( 39 )  and ( 42 ) ,  that the adjustment i s :  
I' r , a LAt a�t 1 - z ij t aaaa • aa I Ar � (a • p • Yet> 
�j t  = 1 if At = i and Bt = j (49) 0 otherwi se 
where the matrix in square brackets i s  a consi stent e stimate of the 
second parti al derivatives of LAt at (a0, Pr0(A, B l t l ) .  We shal l use 
as a consisti.;;,t e stimate the second parti al derivatives of LAt at 
Al (a . YABt ) .  We have 
2 a LAt 
aaaa • � ( a  • YABt) 
Al - ZAt D(yBt 0 UI) OA IBt ZAt 
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( 50 )  
� At where OA IBt is given by formul a (A.10) of the Appendix with Pr 
(A IB, t )  
I 30 substi tuted for Pr(A B) . The IJ X a matrix ZAt can be parti tioned 
into J submatrices ZAj t' j = I, • • •  , J  according to the value s of B. 
From ( 43 ) ,  (49 ) , and ( 50 ) ,  it follows that the adjustment used in the 
efficient i terative sequential procedure i s :  
c Al � Bt [ 
]-1 aa•z • 
zlj t  ZAj t  OA I J t ZAj t aa ( 
Ar 
(Ar � Yet - Pr < Bit ) )  a • P ) 
Ar 
y ij t 
if At i and Bt j ( Sl )  
otherwise 
At At where OAfj t  is given by formula (A.9) of the Appendix with Pr ( A
IB, t )  
substi tuted for Pr(A IBl . 
Theorem 3 then impl ies that the estimator obtained at each 
iteration of thi s  procedure i s  consi stent and a symptotically normal .  
It s a symptot ic covariance matrix is given by ( 28) .3 1  Furthermore, 
when the number of iterations increa ses, the procedure produces ,  upon 
convergence, an a symptoti cal ly efficient estimator. 
L. Conc lus ion 
In thi s paper we have studied some methods for estimating a 
recursive system of logit models with probabil ity feedback. The 
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a symptot i c  distribution of the two-step est imator was derived for thi s 
general mode l ,  and the cases for which the e st imator i s  effici ent were 
characterized. Two iterative sequential procedures were al so 
considered. The first one rel ies on an adjustment . at each i teration, 
of the individual responses in such a way that they agree with the 
marginal probabilities estimated at the previous iteration. 
Unfortunately, thi s  simpl e procedure produces , at every iteration, an 
est imator that i s  only as efficient as the two step-estimator . A more 
compl ex adjustment of the individual responses was then propo sed. The 
a symptot i c  d i stribution of the estimator obtained at each i teration of 
the associated i terative sequenti al procedure was derived. Moreover. 
it was shown that. upon convergence. the procedure produce s  an 
a symptotical ly efficient est imator . 
The two i terative sequent i al procedures that we studied both 
modify the individual respons e s .  We have mentioned that other 
i terative sequenti al procedures can be constructed by adjusting the 
individual responses or the expl anatory variabl e s .  An appropri ate 
goa l for further research would be to f ind an iterative sequent ial 
procedure that would generate an efficient estimator in two 
i terations . Al so, our resul t s  were derived for the case in which the 
probabil ity model s  of the resursive system belong to the clas s  of 
logit model s .  It i s  l ikely, however, that the resul ts cont inue to 
hold when the component mode l s  belong to a broader class of 
probabil ity models .  
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APPENDIX 
1. Some Prel iminary Result s  
The l arge sampl e properties given in  Sections 2 - 4 are based 
on the fol low ing well-known a symptot ic properties of the observed 
frequencies fAB when the observations are mutually independent. i . e  • •  
when w e  have a random sample ( e . g  • • C . R. Rao (1965) ). Let 0 be the 
IJ square matrix defined by : 
0 = D(Pr(A. B) ) - Pr(A, B) • Pr( A. B) ' (A .1 )  
where D(V) i s  tho diagonal matrix of which the diagonal e l ement s are 
the component s of the vector V. Denote by o0 the value of 0 at the 
true joint probabil ity di stribution Pr0(A. B) . 
Lemma 1: 
pl im fAB Pr0(A, B) (A. 2) 
D
./f[fAB - Pr0 (A, B) ] � N(O. o0) . (A.3 ) 
Let us note that the asymptot ic properties of the marginal frequencies 
f8 and the conditional frequenc ies fAIB can readily be derived from 
this l emma . 
The next lemma gives the expressions of the first partial 
derivatives of LA(a, fAB) and Lu(a, p. f8) evaluated at (a, fAB) and
( a, p, f8) respect ively. 
Lemma 2: 
The first partial derivatives of LA(a, fAB) and 1'H( a, p, f8) 
evaluated at (a, f8) and (a, p, f8) respect ively are : 
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8LA = aa ZA_[fAB - D ( fB @ U1 )Pr(AIB> ] (A. 4) 
811J ap •z9 [f - Pr<B> ] - = a B aa a 
:� = zs[fB - Pr<B> ] 
proof :  
(A .S ) 
(A .6 )  
Equations (A. 4) and (A.6 ) are well-known ( see , e. g . ,  S. J. 
Haberman ( 1974) ) ,  To establ i sh (A.S ) ,  we compute the f irst partial 
derivative of log Pr(B) with respect to a. From ( 3 . 1 ) ,  we get: 
a log Pr(B) 
aa. 
u -11&.. azBp 
J a a •  + -­aa • . 
and from (3 .S ) :  
Thus 
aznp -1JL = _ Pr (B) ' a;;-aa , 
a log Pr(B) 
aa• [I - u 
az 11 
J • Pr(B) '] _B_ aa , 
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Since 1'H = f 0  . log Pr(B) , we have the desired resul t .  
Q .  E .  D. 
We can now readily compute the second partial derivatives of 
LA( a, fAB) and 1'H(a, p, fAB) .  Let 
°s D(Pr(B) ) - Pr(B) • Pr(B) ' (A .7 )  
VAI D = D(Pr(B) ®U1) OA IB (A .8 )  
The IJ square matrix OA IB is block-diagonal with the j-th block equal 
to the I-square matrix: 
OA I J = D(Pr(A IB = j ) )  - Pr(A IB = j) • Pr(A IB = j ) ' (A .9 )  
Or equival ent ly, we have :  
OA IB = D(Pr(A IBl ) - D(Pr(AIB) ) � N0 D(Pr(AIB) ) (A.10) 
where � is the IJ XI matrix defined at the beginning of Section 2 . 
Lemma 3:  
( i ) The second partial derivatives of LA( a, fAB) evaluated at 
( a, Pr(A, B) ) are : 
a2L A 
aaaa• = - ZA VA IB ZA (A.11) 
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a2L 
aaaf� = Z A,[I - D(Pr(AI B» (NB@ u1>] ( A . 1 2) 
( ii )  The second partial derivatives o f  �(a, p, f8) evaluated at 
(a, p, Pr( B) ) are: 
a2� 
w;-; = 
a2� 
= aaap, 
ap•zu az8p 
- a;-- °e � 
ap•zB 
- --n_z aa IJ B 
a2� ap 'Z Ji 
aaaf.Ae =a;-- NB 
a2� 
= apap • - Z ' n_ Z B II B 
a2� 
apaf' = z• 
N..' 
AB B --B 
where I i s  the ident ity matrix of which the order can be easily 
determined from the context . 
proof : 
Equation (A.16 )  is a standard resul t ( see, e . g . , S. J. 
Haberman ( 197 4) ) .  llquatious (A. 1 2) ,  (A.15 ) ,  and (A. 1 7 )  can be 
(A .13 )  
( A. 1 4) 
(A . 15 )  
( A. 16 ) 
(A . 17 )  
straightforwardly derived from (A. 4) ,  (A .5 ) ,  and (A. 6 )  by noting that : 
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af8 
a f ' = N' AB B " 
To establ ish (A.11 ) , we differentiate (A. 4) with respect to a 
and we use 
a PrCAIB) 
aa• OA I B ZA ' 
to obtain : 
a2L 
__ A = aaaa• - Z A,  D( fB @ UI) DA I B  ZA • 
Final ly, since 
a Pr(B) _ az8p 
aa• - °e W"; 
a Pr(B) = n_ Z8 ap' JJ 
( see the proof of Lemma 2) , then by differenti ating (A,5 ) with respect 
to ei ther a or p we get : 
a2� 
a;a;; = 
ap•zu az8p a [ap•zu] - a;- °iJ � + � � • [ fB - Pr( B) ] 
2 a � ap •z • ap •z • -- _Bn_z a[ B] c aaap • - - aa 11 B + � � • f8 - Pr( B) ] 
Thus at (a,p,Pr(B)), the second term of each equation vanishes . This 
e stabl ishes (A.13) and (A.1 4) . 
Q. E. D. 
As a matter of fact, F.quations (A.12) ,  ( A. l S ) ,  (A . 16 ) ,  and 
(A .17 ) also hold when the partial derivatives are evaluated at 
(a, fAB) or (a, p, fB) .  However, as the proof of Lemma 3 shows, 
F.quations (A.11 ) ,  (A .13 ) ,  and (A.14) hold only at (a, p, Pr( A, B) ) .  
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It is worth noting that the second partial derivatives (A.13 ) and 
(A.14) do not involve the second partial derivatives of ZB. Let us 
a l so note that the partial derivatives of 1'B are taken with respect to 
fAB , not fB . 
The properties stated in the next l emma are used to compute 
products of partial derivatives .  
Le-a 4: 
°iJ = NBD� (A .18 ) 
O = [I - D(Pr (A IB) ) ( NB @ U1) J O NB (A. 19 )  
VA I D  [I - D(Pr (A IB) ) ( NB @  U1) J  O [I - D(Pr (A IB) ) (NB@ u1 ) J  ' (A. 20 )  
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To e stabl ish (A.19) and (A.20 ) , we shall use the fact that the 
kernel of OA IB is the l inear manifold spanned by the column vectors of 
�· i . e . ,  the set of vectors of the form V ® Ur Let us note that : 
0 � = D(Pr(A, B) ) � - Pr(A, B) • Pr( A, B) '� 
D(Pr (A I B) )  [D(Pr(B) @ U1)� - ( Pr(B) @ U1 )Pr(B) ' ]  
D(Pr (A IB) ) [D(Pr(B) @ U1 - [Pr(B)Pr(B) ' ]  @ U1 J 
D(Pr(A IB> > l°iJ@ u1J 
S ince NB® u1 = �NB , it fol lows from (A.10) that the right-hand s ide 
of (A .19 ) is OA IB[llu ® u1J • It now suffices to use the fact that the 
vectors of the form V ® u1 belong to the kernel of OA IB in order to 
e stabl ish (A .19 ) . 
Since NB ® u1 = �NB , then the transpose of the second square 
bracket in (A. 20 )  is I - �NB D(Pr (A IB) ) .  It fol lows from ( A. 1 9 )  that 
we must now show that VA I D is equal to the f irst square bracket of 
(A.20 )  post mul tipl ied by O. This product is equal to : 
[I - D(Pr(A IB) ) NB�] D(Pr(A IB) ) [D(Pr(B)@ U1) - (Pr (B) @ U1)Pr (A, B) '] 
proof : whi ch i s  a l so equal to : 
Equation (A.18) i s  straightforward from (A .1 )  and (A. 7 )  s ince :  
D(Pr(B) ) = NB D(Pr(A, B) ) � 
Pr(B) = NB Pr(A, B) 
OA IB [D(Pr(B) @ U1) - (Pr(B) @ u1 )Pr(A, B) ' ]  
because of (A .10) . But OA IB post multipl ied by the second term in 
fAB. Moreover fAB is a consistent · estimator of Pr0(A, B) ( Lemma 1 ) ,  
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0 0 � and (a , Pr (A, B) satisf ied the first equation (see (A.4 ) ) .  Thus a 
0 is a consistent e stimator of a • Simil arly, s ince Lu has continuous 
Al Al second partial derivatives, then P i s  a continuous funct ion of a and 
0 0 f8 • These l atter estimators of a and Pr (B) are consi stent . 
Moreover ( a0, p0, Pr0(B) ) sati sfies the second normal equation ( see 
(A.5 ) ) . � 0 Thus p is a consi stent e st imator of P • 
Al 0 The previous argument in fact a l so shows that both a - a and 
� 0 -1/2 0 -1/2 P - P are O(T ) because fAB - Pr (A, B) is O(T ) from Lemma 1 
( for more information on the use of 0 and o which indicate the order 
in probabil i ty of a sequence of random variabl es, see H. B. Mann and 
A. Wald ( 1 943 ) ) . We can now apply a Taylor expansion around the value 
( a0, p0, Pr0 (A, B) ) .  Using the fact that this value a l so satisfies 
the normal equations, we get : 
2 2 a LA � a L o - --( o ) A o 1 aaaa • a - a + aaaf '  ( fAB - Pr (A, B) ) + O(T- ) AB 
2 2 a lu A1 o a 11i A1 o o 
= aaap • ( a  - a >  + apap • < P  - P > 
a211i 
+ apaf •  ( fAB - Pr
o(A, B) ) + O(T-1 ) 
AB 
where the partial derivatives of LA and Lu are evaluated at 
( a0, Pr0 (A, B) ) and (a0, p0, Pr0(B) ) respectively. Solving for 
"l 0 Al 0 ( a  - a ) and ( p  - P ) , we get :  
(A. 28 )  
(A. 29 )  
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a2L a2L Al O a - a [ l-1 - aaaaA' __ A� ( f  o aaafAu AB - Pr (A, B) ) + O(T-1 ) (A.30) 
Al A O p - I' 
[ 
l-1 a2Lu apap • I [ l-1 l a2Lu a2Lu a2LA a2LA apaf.i\u - apaa • aaaa • aaaf.Au (A.31) 
Since ../i< fAB -
. 
Pr0(A, B) 
Al ( Lemma 1 ) ,  i t  follows that ,/f(6 
converges in distribut ion to N(O, o0) 
- 6°) converges in distribution to s 
normal distribut ion. To determine the a symptotic covariance matrix of 
� � 6 , l et us first derive the a symptoti c  covariance matrix of a • It 
� Al O fol lows from (A. 2 ) ,  (A.21 ) ,  and (A.30) that v• (a - a )  converges in 
di stribution to N(O, \' 1 ) where \' 1 is given below ( 15 ) .  Laa Laa 
Simil arly, from (A.2 ) ,  ( A.23 ) ,  (A.26 ) ,  and (A.3 1 ) , it follows 
Jr; Al 0 \'l \' l  that vdP - P ) converge s in distribut.ion to N(O, Lpp> where Lpp is 
given below ( 15 ) . 
Fina l ly to show that the asymptot ic covariance matrix between 
� � \'l a and P is equal to the matrix Lap g iven below ( 15 ) ,  it suffices to 
use (A.30) - (A . 3 1 )  with the equations (A. 21 ) ,  (A.23 ) ,  and (A.26 ) . 
2 .2 A Lemma 
Corol l ary 1 uses the fol lowing properties of the square matrix 
E defined by ( 17 ) . 
d' 
Le-a 6: 
The matrix E i s  negative semi-def inite. Moreover, E = 0 if 
and only if 
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azBp 
w 2  � "  C A . 3 2 )  
for some (b + 1) X a matrix A which may depend on a .  
Proof :  
To prove the negative semi-def initene ss of E, we can use the 
positive semi-def initene ss of the ( a symptoti c )  matrix � of the model 
for B, and the fact that E is s imply equal to minus the ( general ized) 
inverse of the top-left submatrix in the ( general ized) inverse of �· 
However, for the second part of L�a 6, it is preferable to note 
that, from ( 17 )  and L�a 3 ,  we have :  
ap •z •8 [ _1 ] azBp E = - -a.;:- °s - °iJZ8CzB °s z8> Z 'B°s a;;-;-· 
The matrix °s• as defined by ( A . 7 ) , is posi tive sem i-def ini te, i. e . , 
for any vector V of ir1 :  
v •11uv 2 o ,  
where the equal ity holds if and only i f  V pUJ for some scalar p .  
We shall show that the matrix Q i n  square brackets i s  a l so 
� .l .3:' : ,. • � u � �f .r,. z. t. l ,. �.- : 
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positive semi-definite . Let us note that °s define s  a scal ar product 
on any linear manifold that doe s not contain u1• Hence, any vector V 
of � can be decomposed into the sum of a vector proportional to u1, a 
vector in span z8 and a vector in the orthogonal compl ement of span ZB 
with respect to the scalar product °s• i . e . : 
V = pUJ + z8l + W 
for some scal ar p, some vector l in Ra , and some vector W in 
( span ZB)�. It i s  now easy to show that 
V 'QV = w·0aw 
Since °s i s  positive semi-definite, then Q is positive semi-def inite, 
and E is negative semi-definite. 
To prove the second part of Lemma 6,  Let us partit ion the 
matrix A into p '  and A0 where p '  is the f irst row of A. Thus 
MuA = UJp '  + ZJ/'o 
Hence, if ( A . 3 2 )  holds , then 
E = - A� ZB Q z8 /\0 
which i s  equal to zero. 
Conversely, if ( A . 3 2 )  does not hold, then at l east one column 
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az8p vector of -a;r- doe s not belong to  tho space �· so that this  column-
vector has a non-nul l  vector W in tho decompos it ion introduced above.  
Thoroforo tho norm of thi s column-vector with respect to Q, (which is  
also the norm of W with respect to  °iJ> • i s  not nul l .  Hence E cannot 
bo tho nul l •atrix. 
Q. E. D. 
The condition (A.3 2) can be interpreted as follows : a l l  the 
az8p column-vectors of tho matrix a;;- belong to the model space � spanned 
by u1 and tho column-vectors of z8• 
2 .3 . Proof of Coroll ary 1 
To show that [1 - [M i s  positive semi-definite , it suffices 
to show that [[M]-l - [[ 1]-l i s  posit ive sem i-definite. But f rom 
(14) , (16 ) .  and ( 17) , we have :  
[[M]-l _ [[ 1]-1 - [ :· :] 
where E0 i s  the value of E at (a0, p0• Pr0( B ) ) . Since E i s negative 
semi-definite (Lemma 6), the first part of Coroll ary 1 is proved. 
Al so,  it i s  cl ear that [1 = [M if and only if E0 = O .  From 
the second part of Lemma S ,  it fol lows that the two-step estimator i s  
efficient if and only if ( 18) holds at  (a0, p0 ) . 
so 
2 .4 . Proof of Corollary 2 
The effici ency part of the statement can be proved by showing 
that E = 0 for al l (a, p. Pr( B ) ) , and by us ing Corollary 1 . The 
equal i ty between the two-step e st imator and the FIML estimator 
requires ,  however, a direct proof. 
For any given a, finding the P that maximizes �(a. p ,f8) is 
actually equival ent to finding the dist ribut ion Pr( B )  that maximizes 
� = fB • log Pr( B )  
subj ect t o  tho constraint 
log Pr( B )  e �(a). 
Since �(a) , and then tho sot over which � is maximized do not depend 
on a, then tho maximum value attained by 1"B in that sot does not 
depend on a. Hence :  
AM �  Al Al �(a • p • f8) c 1"B(a • p • f8) .  
Since (�, P9'> are FIML estimators, then because of tho decomposition 
( 13 )  we must have :  
AM AM � Al "'1 At LA (a , f A B ) + 1"8 <a , p , f8) L LA (a , fA B ) + 1"8(a , p , f8) 
which, with the previous equa tion, impl ies :  
Al( "".!. 11JCa • fAB) L LA(a • fAB) 
Since :i- is the e st imator obta ined by maximizing LA. then by the 
uniquene s s  of the opt imiz ing solut i on, we must have : 
:i- ,. 
so that 
1 = �. 
3 .  Proofs of Results  of Sect iop 3 
3 .1 Proof of Theorem 2 
S1 
It suffices to show that if � is an estimator of o0 such that 
�rr( B ) Pro( B ) + O(T-1/2) 
(which is satisfied by any initial estimator � that sat i sf ied (21 )), 
then the estimator �l obtained a t  the next iteration of the natural 
iterative sequential procedure sa tisf ies : 
( i) ;rr+l ( B )  Pro ( B ) + O(T-1/2) 
D 
( i i) ./f<�1 - o 0) -? N( O ,  [1 > 
where J::: 1 is the asymptotic covariance matrix of the two-step 
S2 
e st imator studied in Sect ion 2 . 
The normal equations for �1 are 
3LA 0 Ta 1 (�1 . �) 
(A .33)  
311J 
ap- 1 (�1 , -pr+l , f B ) 
= 0 
where '?� is  given by (20). Since ;r( B )  -Pr0( B ) is O(T-l/2> .  it 
� 0 • -1/2 fol lows from (20) that fAB - Pr (A, B) 1s a l so O(T ).  
a consi st ent estimator of Pr0(A, B) .  
Thus � i s  
Using the Impl ic i t  Funct ion Theore• as in  the proof of 
. "r+l 0 �1 0 Theorem 1 ,  it can readily be shown that a - a and p - P a re 
both O(T-l/2> .  Hence 
A r+l ( B ) Pr Pro( B ) + O(T-1/2). 
Moreover �l and -pr+l are consi stent est imators of a0 and p0 • 
Taking a Taylor expansion around (a0 ,Pr0(A, B )) of the f irst 
equa tion of (A.33) and noting that th is value also satisf ies that 
equation, we obtain: 
2 2 a L a L1 A -1 0 - __ A_ c"r+l - ao) + - _..__ (fr - Pro (A, B )) + O(T ) (A. 3 4) - aaaa • a aaafAs AB 
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brackets i s  null for the rea son ment ioned above. Since llA IB and 
D(Pr(B) � U1 ) are both block-diagonal ,  we can reverse the order of the 
matrix mul t ipl ication. Thia e stabl i shes (A. 20 ) , 
Q, E. D. 
From the previous lemmas, we have in particul sr : 
Le-a !.;.. 
At (a ,  p. Pr(A, B) ) :  
a2L a2L A A 
ilailfAe O ilfABila ' = 
a2L A - ilaaa • 
il2LA 3
21..a 
ilailfAe O ilfABila ' = O 
a2La a2La 
a;;ar;- 0 af ap • = 
0 
AB AB 
321..a 321..a 
ilailfAe 0 ilfABaa • = 
a2La a2La 
ilailfAe 0 arABap • = 
a2'"8 a2'"8 
apa f '  0 a f  ap • = AB AB 
321..a 
- ilaila ' 
321..a 
- aaap . 
-
a2'"8 
apap ' 
(A. 21 )  
(A.22 ) 
(A.23 ) 
(A. 24) 
(A. 25 )  
(A.2 6 )  
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proof : 
Straightforward from Lemmas 3 and 4 ,  
Q, E, D. 
Other lemmas which are more specific to each resul t of Section 
2 - S are given below. 
2 . Proofs of Results of Section 2 
2 . 1 . Proof of Theorem 1 
The l ikel ihood funct ion LA(a, p. fAB) is strictly concave with 
respect to a, while the l ikel ihood function La<a, p. f8) is strictly 
concave with respect to p for any given a ( see, e, g , ,  S. 1. Haberman 
( 1974) ) .  The normal equations for the two-step estimator 
Al Al '°'1 & = ( a  ' . II ' ) ' are : 
ilLA 
= O - 1  .... 1 ila a , f AB 
ill.a 
af 1 (:1, pl , fB) 
= O 
These equations are also sat i sfied by ( a0• Pr0 (A, B) ) and 
(A. 27 )  
(a0, p0, Pr0 (B) ) .  Since LA has cont inuous second partial derivatives, 
then by the impl icit function theorem. :1 is a cont inuous function of 
A r  o o �h Now, since Pr (B) - Pr (B) and f8 - Pr (B) are both O(T ) ,  then 
�rr(B) = fB + O(T-l /2 ) .  
Hence, from ( 3 .15 ) ,  we hav e :  
?:s = D( fAIB) [< fB + O(T-1/2) )  ® ul] 
= fAB + VAB 
where 
V AB = D( fA IB) � O(T
-1/2 ) 
s ince fAIB is a cons istent est imator of Pr0 (A IB) , i . e . ,  
fA IB = Pr0 <AIB) + o ( l )  , it follows that 
fAB = D(Pr0 (A IB) ) � O(T-1/2) + o(T-1/2) 
Moreover, us ing (A. 10 ) , (A . 12 ) ,  we have :  
a2L 
__ A_ o 
aaarAo D(Pr (A IB) )� zA 0� 1B � 
= 0 
where the second equation resul ts from the fact that the column 
0 vectors of � belong to the kernel of nA IB "  Equation (A.3 0) now 
becomes : 
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2 a2L a LA 0 A ( "r+l o )  + --- ( f - Pr (A, B) ) 0 = aaaa • a - a aaafAo AB 
+ O(T-l /2 ) + O(T-l ) 
Comparing (A.35 ) to (A. 28) , it fol lows that 
Jr. "r+l o Jr. Al o v� <a  - a ) =  v� <a - a ) +  o ( l ) . 
"r+l Thus a has the same asymptot i c  distribution as the two-stage 
Al Ar+l At estimator a • To show that p and p have the same asymptot i c  
distribution, i t  suffices t o  compare the Taylor expansion of the 
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(A. 3 5 )  
second equation of (A.33 ) to llquation (A.29 ) , and t o  use the fact that 
�l and :i have the same asymptot ic di stribution. 
3 .2 . Two Lemmas 
To show Coroll ary 3 , we shall need the first partial 
derivatives of the mapping 
N f ( a, p, fA IB) = D( fAB) [Pr(B) @ U11 
assoc iated with the adj ustment ( 20) . 
(A.36 ) 
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Lemma 7 :  
The f irst partial derivatives o f  fN( a, p, fAB) evaluated at 
(a ,  p, Pr( A, B) ) are : 
N 
[ 
azBp ] � = D(Pr (A IBl ) C°iJ a;;-> ® UI 
N *' = D(Pr(A IB) ) [ <°iJ ZB) @ U1] 
a tN = a f!B 
I - D(Pr(A IB) ) (NB @ u1 ) 
proof : 
Equation (A.36) is equival ent t o :  
fN(a ,  p ,  f AB) = D(Pr(B) ® U1> f A IB 
Equation (A .39 )  now fol lows from : 
afAIB = D( f-1 ® u ) [I - D ( fA IB) (NB @  UI ) ] . a f '  B I AB 
llquations (A. 3 7 )  and (A. 3 8) di rectly fol lows by different iating 
(A . 3 7 )  
(A.3 8) 
(A.3 9 )  
llqnation (A.36 ) and by us ing the formul ae for the partial derivatives 
of Pr(B) with respect to a and p whi ch are given in 
the proof of Lemma 3 . 
Q. E. D. 
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A useful property of the right-hand s ide of (A.3 9) i s :  
Lemma 8 :  
The ( non-symmetric) matrix (A. 3 9) is idempotent , i . e . , :  
[I - D (Pr(A IB) ) (NB @ u1 > J 2  = I - D(Pr<A IB) ) (NB @ u1 ) (A.40 ) 
proof : 
It suffices to show that 
[D(Pr(A IB) ) (NB @ u1 ) ] 2 = D(Pr(A IB) ) (NB @  u1> 
or equival ently 
(NB ® UI ) D (Pr(A IB) ) ( NB ®  UI) = NB ® Ur 
we hav e :  
NB @ u1 = �NB. 
and 
NB D(Pr CA IBl ) � = I 
The desired equal ity fol lows .  
Q. E. D. 
3 .3 . Proof of Coroll ary 3 
In order to determine the order in probabi l i ty of the 
remainder in a Taylor expansion we shal l first show that � - &0 i s  
O (T-l /l) .  Since fAB - Pr0(A, B) ) is O (T-l/l) ,  thi s  w i l l  be 
e stabl i shed by showing that � is a cont inuous function of fAB that 
has a f irst derivative at Pr0 (A, B) . 
The estimator � sat i sfies : 
aLA 
aa A[, N A[, AL 0 
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( a  , f (a  , P , f AB) )  (A.41 ) 
� 
ap  (�, pi-, fB) 
0 
since � i s  cons i st ent , then 1'� i s  a consi s tent e st imator of 
Pr0 (A, B) ( see ( 23 ) ) . A[, AL A[, AL Thus ( a  , fAB) and ( a  , p , fB) converge in 
probabil i ty to ( a0 ,  Pr0 (A, B) and (a0 , p0, Pr0(B) ) . Moreover 
aLA aLe N a;-• -ajl• and f are continuously different i abl e .  Hence the fact that 
� is a funct ion of fAB with the above requi red propert i e s  simply 
resul t s  from the Impl icit Funct ion Theorem prov ided the matrix 
a2L 
__ A_ a
2L 
__A_ 
aaa:r- • aaa;L , 
Q = I 
a21 
__ 'B_ a
21 
__'B_ 
apa� · apapL, 
is non singul ar at ( a0 ,  p0, Pr0 (A, B) ) .  
We hav e 
2 2 2 a LA a LA a LA a fN --- = -- + --- --aaaa • aaa f ' aa • 
aaa:L , AB 
2 2 a LA a LA a rN --- = --- --
aaapL , 
aaa!Afi ap ' 
a21;i -
a21;i 
apa� · 
- apaa •  
a21;i -
azln 
apapL , -
apap • 
5 8  
(A.42 ) 
(A.43 ) 
(A.44) 
(A.45 ) 
where all the derivatives are evaluated at (a0 , p0, Pr0 (A, B) ) .  But 
from (A. 10 ) and Lemmas 3 and 7, we hav e :  
2 � a rN 
aaa !Afi aa • 
[ azBp ] ZA_ o� IB <°s a;;-> ® UI 
= 0 
(A.46 ) 
a2L N 
__ A_ il_ _  , o [ 
ilailfAs illl ' - ZA OA f B  < '1JZ8) ® u1] .ne7 
= 0 
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( A . 4 7 )  
where t h e  se cond equa l i ty of e i ther ( A.46 ) o r  (A.4 7 )  fol l ows from the 
f act  that the v ectors of the form V ® u1 bel ong to the kerne l of DA f B "  
Thus 
Q = 
a 2L 
__ A_ 
ilaila ' 0 
il 2La il 2La 
iljl ila ' iljliljl ' 
which i s  non- singul ar. 
Taki ng now the Taylor expansion o f  (A.41) around 
( a0, p0, Pr0(A,  B) ) and u s i ng F.quations (A.42 ) - ( A . 44 ) giv ing the 
par t i al derivat iv es,  and F.qua tions (A.46 ) - ( A . 4 7 ) , we obta i n :  
2 a 2L N -1 il LA (A{, - o ) + __ A_ �  ( f  - Pro (A, B) ) + O(T ) 0 = "' , a a il ail f '  il f AB ilaua AB AB 
il 2La 2 O - -- (A{, o ) 
il La "L o 
- il jl ila ' a - a + iljliljl ' ( jl - II l 
il2La 
+ iljl il f '  ( fAB - Pr
o (A, B) ) + O(T-1 ) 
AB 
Moreover,  from ( A . 1 2 ) ,  ( A . 3 7 ) , and (
A . 4 9 ) , it fol l ows that 
( A . 4 8 )  
( A . 4 9 )  
2 2 il LA L il LA 
il ail f '  il f '  = ilail f '  • AB AB AB 
6 0  
It now suf f i c e s  t o  compare the r e sulting equations (A. 4 8 )  - ( A. 4 9 )  t o  
the equa t i ons (A. 28) - (A. 29 )  in order t o  establ ish that � and �l 
hav e the same a sympt otic  di stribut ion.  
4,  Proof s  o f  Re sul t s  of Sect ion 4 
4 . 1 .  Some Lemmas 
W e  sha l l  need the part i a l  derivatives of the mapping 
fE( a ,  jl , fAB ) 
[ 
l
-1 
a2t aLa fAB + D( fAB ) ZA ilail:' Ta I ( a ,  jl, (A.50 ) fB) 
where the matrix in bracket i s  some cons i stent est imate of the se cond 
p a r t i a l  deriv a t ives of LA at ( a0,  Pr0 (A, B) ) .  
Lemma 9 
The f i rst par t i al derivatives of fE( a , jl, fAB) evaluated a t  
( a ,  jl ,  Pr ( A, B) ) are : 
il fE 
_ 
ila ' -
il fE 
ap • 
- D ( Pr(A, B) ) ZA [ l-
1 
il 2LA a 2La 
ilaila • ilaila ' 
a 2LA a2La 
[ 
l
-1 
- D (Pr ( A, B) ) ZA ilaila ' ilailjl ' 
( A . 5 1 ) 
( A . 5 2 ) 
6 1  
..iL = a !Afi 
a2L a 1B I l-1 2 I - D (Pr(A, B) ) ZA ilail:' ilail fAfi (A. S 3 )  
proof : 
i . e  • ., 
a2t 
Since ilail:' i s  an estimator, it i s  a function A ( say) of f AB, 
a2t 
ilaila
A' = A( f AB ) • 
a2t a2L A A Since a;a;; is a cons istent estimator of ilaila ' evaluated at 
(a , Pr(A, B) ) ,  and s ince fAB is a consistent est imator of Pr(A, B) , it 
follows by the uni c i ty of the probabi l ity l imit that : 
A(Pr0 (A, B) ) 
i12LA = ilaila ' (a, Pr(A, B) ) 
Let X be the matrix by which :� i s  premul tipl ied in (A.50 ) . 
il1B The matrix X depend only on fAB. Thus ii;- is the only term in (A .SO) 
that depends on a and JI . F.quat ions (A. S l )  - (A.S 2 ) s trai ghtforwardly 
fol lows from the above remark. 
To prove F.quation (A.53 ) ,  it suff ices to note that : 
2 
..iL - � + __£!_ 
a1B 
ilfAe - I + X ilailfAe HAfi ( UIJ @ ila ) 
where a!� i s  the IJ X aIJ matrix of which the ( i , j ) -th block i s  the AB 
IJ X a matrix a!� . . From ( 2S )  it follows that, at ( a, JI, Pr (A, B) ) ,  lJ 
il1B 
ila 0 .  Hence (A .S3 ) fol lows .  
Q, E. D. 
The premul tipl ication of each of the above first derivatives 
a2L 
by ilail f� i s  a l so useful , 
Lemma 10 
At ( a ,  JI, Pr(A, B) ) ,  we hav e :  
2 2 
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a LA il fE a 1B -- - = --ilail fAfi ila ' ilaila ' ( A.54) 
2 2 
_:i ilfE = ii 1B ilailf As ilJI ' ilailJI ' 
2 2 a LA � a LA ilail f '  il f '  = ilail f '  AB AB AB 
proof : 
il21B + ilailf Afi 
From (A.1 2 ) ,  we have :  
(A.SS ) 
( A.56 ) 
a2L A 
ilail fAfi D(Pr(A, B) ) ZA = ZA [ I - D(Pr(A IB> >NaNB] D(Pr(A, B) ) ZA 
ZA_ OA IB D(Pr(B) @ u1) ZA 
a2L 
_ __ A 
aaaa• 
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Where the f irst equality fol lows f rom � @  u1 = �NB , the second 
equa l i ty from D(Pr(A, B) ) = D(Pr(A IB ) )  D (Pr(B) @ U1) and (A .10) , and 
the third equal i ty from (A .8 ) , (A .11 )  and the fact that OA IB and 
D(Pr(B) @ U1 ) are both block di agonal so that we can reverse the order 
of the matrix mul tipl ication. F..quations (A.54) - (A.56 ) 
straightforwardly fol low from Lemma 8 .  
Q. E. D. 
The next Lemma cons iders a sequence of n-dimensional ( non-
random) vectors yr that sati sfy : 
0 u + p Y r-1 + Q Yr for r 2. 2 (A .57 ) 
for some n-dimensional vector u, and some n X n matrices P and Q. 
Lemma 11 : 
Suppose that Q and P + Q are non-s ingul ar. Then for any given 
ini t i al vector y1 , the solut ion yr' r 2 1, of Equat ion (A.5 7 )  i s :  
yr - (P + Q)
-l [u + (-l ) rXr-l [u + (P + Q) yl } ] (A .58 ) 
where X PQ-1 . 
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proof : 
Let R. H .S. be the ri ght-hand side of (A .57 ) .  Using (A.5 8) , it 
fol lows that 
(-l ) t RHS [PCP + Q) -lXr-2 - Q(P + Q) -lxr-1] { u  + (P + Q) yl } 
But : 
P(P + Q)-l - Q(P + Q) -lX = I - Q(P + Q)-l ( I  + X) 
I - Q(P + Q) -l (P + Q) Q-l 
0 
Thi s  e stabl i shes the de sired resul t .  
Q .  E. D .  
W e  shall l e t  P ,  Q ,  u ,  v (where v = -1 - Q y1 ) be the fol lowing 
matrices and vectors : 
az'-B 
P = I aaaa ' 
0 
u 
a2'-B 
; aaap ' 
; 0 
2 a LA -- + aaa f As 
a2IiJ 
apa r .As 
; 
a2'-B 
aaaf .As 
-
a2L 
__ A_ ; 0 aaaa , 
Q =  
a2'-B a2
'
-B 
I (A . 59 )  
apaa • ; apap • 
0 ( fAB - Pr (A, B) ) 
a2LA 
aaaf.\B 
v = I I ( fAB - Pr0 (A, B) ) .  
a2� 
apaf.\B 
where all the partial derivat ives are evaluated at 
(a0 , p0 , Pr0 (A, B) ) .  
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(A.60 ) 
Let us note that P + Q i s  s imply equal to the he ssian of the 
complete l ikel ihood funct i on L(a, p, fAB) evaluated at 
(a0 , p0 , Pr0 (A, B) ) ( se e  ( 13 ) ) . The prev ious l emma requires that P+Q 
be non singul ar. 
a2� This condition i s  sati sf ied s ince apap • and 
a2L 
F = aaa�• + E are both non singul ar ( a s  we shal l see in the next 
Lemma ) . Thus one can apply the formula for the inverse of a 
parti tioned matrix :  
(P + Q) -1 
F-1 
a2� a2� -1 
[ l-1 - apap • apaa • F [ 2 1-1 a3pa:• + 
-1 a
2
� a2� [ 1-1 - F aaap • apap • 
[ 1-1 a2� 32� apap • apaa • 2 -1 a � F --aaap . [ 1-1 a2� apap • 
(A. 6 1 )  
Theorem 3 involves the a X a matrices F and G which are 
def ined by F.quations (26 )  and ( 27 ) . The next Lemma gives some 
properties of these matrice s .  Let K be the a X a matrix : r 
K r 
a2L 
Gr ·---A�. r 1 aaaa • G '  + G
r- E G 'r-1 
where E i s def ined in (17 ) ,  and all the partial derivatives are 
evaluated at (a ,  p, Pr(A, B) ) ,  
Lemma 12 : 
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(A.62) 
For any r 2 1 ,  the matrix I + �r-l is nonsingular, and the 
matrices F, F + K , ( I  + G2r-1 )F are symmetric negative def inite. r 
Moreover, we have : 
and 
FG 'r-1 Gr-lF 
F(F + K )-l F r 
proof : 
We have :  
I + G2 r-l __ A + 
[ a2L 
aaila ' 
( I  + �r-1 ) -lF 
[ 1-1 l [ 1-1 a2L a2L Gr-lE _A Gr-2E _A aaaa • aaiJa ' 
[[�] + 6r-1E 6 ,r-11 [ a2LA ]-l aaaa • aaaa • 
(A.63 ) 
(A.64) 
The matrix in brackets i s  negative def inite since it i s  the sum of a 
negative definite matrix and a negative semi-def inite matrix ( see 
Lemma 6 ) . Hence I +  �r-l i s  nonsingnl ar. 
Al so, from ( 26 )  and Lemma 6 , it follows that F is ne ga tive 
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definite. Since Kr is cl early negative semi-definite, then F + Kr i s  
negative definite . 
To e stabl ish (A .63 ) , it suffices to note that : 
FG 'r-1 
a2L a2L a2L 
= ••• : • ••• :.] • + • ...... • I[ -1 l r-1 [[ i-1 l r-l 
IE[ 
a2LA l
-l
l
r-l 
aaaa • 
Gr-lF 
a2L 
__ A + aaaa • 
where we have used the symmetry of E. 
1 1 2 i-llr-
1 
E a
a
a::. E 
To establ ish (A .64 ) it suffices to show that :  
F + K r ( I  + �r-l ) F 
which straightforwardly fol lows from (A.6 2 ) and 
K r 
r-1 
a LA [ 
2 l G G ilaila , G + E G , r-1 
6 8 
.�· .[[::�·r . .  }�' - ··· 
GrFG • r-1 
Fina l ly, Equation (A.64) shows that ( I + G2r-1) F is negative def inite .  
Q . E. D. 
Finally, we shal l need the asymptotic distribut ion of the 
vector [u ' ,  w ' ]  ' ,  where u is def ined by (A.60 ) ,  and w by : 
• = I -
a2LA G aaaf,\s 
a 2Lu a 2Lu a 2Lu a 2Lu 
[ 
l
-1 l + aaa f As - aaap ' a pap • a pat As ( fAB - Pr0(A, B) 
(A.6 S ) 
where a l l  the partial derivatives are again evalua ted a t  
(a0 , p0, (A, B) ) .  
Lemma 13 : 
.T[ ] D � N(O, C) 
where 
c = 
I :·· :.J (A .66 ) 
c uu 
proof : 
- (P  + Q) c WW I a2L l G � G '  + E - aaa ' 
6 9  
The convergence to a normal distribut ion directly follows f rom 
( A . 60 ) , ( A. 6 S ) ,  and Lemma 1 .  To derive the asymptotic covari ance 
matrix, i t  suff ices to apply Lemmas 1 and S ,  and the def initions of E 
and G (Equations ( 17 )  and ( 27 ) ) .  
Q. E. D. 
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4 .2 . Proof of Theorem 3 
Given the estimator �l obtained at the r-1 iteration, the 
est imator � obtained at the next iteration satisf ied the normal 
equa tions . 
aLA j 0 aa c:r. ��1>  
(A.67)  
aLe l 
ap c:r. �r. fB) 
0 
""r-1 E ""r-1 ""r-1 where fB i s  now equal to f (a , II , fAB) .  
Let us suppose that the estimator �l is consistent and that 
�l - &0 i s  O (T-l/2) .  Thi s  is certainly sati sfied by the estimator 
�l obt ained at the f irst i teration since � is s imply the two-step 
est imator of Sect ion 2 . Moreover, s ince 
fE( a0, p0, Pr°CA, B) ) Pr0(A, B) C A . 6 8 )  
( see Equation ( 25 ) ) ,  i t  follows that 1'�1 i s  a consistent e st imator of 
0 ""r-1 0 -1/2 Pr (A, B) , and that fAB - Pr (A, B) i s  O(T ) .  Now, 
( a0, Pr0(A, B) ) and (a0, p0, Pr0 (B) ) sati sfy F.quations (A.S 4) . From 
the Impl i c i t  Funct ion Theorem, i t  fol lows that � = c:r • ,  pr ' ) ' i s  a 
consi stent e st imator of &0, and that � - &0 is  O(T-l/2) .  
Taking the Taylor expansions of F.quations (A.67) around 
( a0• Pr0(A. B) ) and (a0 , p0• Pr0(B) ) .  and using the fact that these 
values sati sfy (A.54) . we obtain, for r L 2 : 
a2L [ E E A 1 � o ] 0 = __ A_ .U.:: c:r-1-ao ) + .u., c pr- -po) + a f '  ( fAB-Pr (A. B) ) aaaf ' aa ' ap AB AB 
a2L 
+ __ A� (Ar o 1 aaaa ' a - a ) + O(T
- ) 
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(A. 69) 
a2L_ a21� ll Ar  o II �  0 = aaaa ' ( a  - a ) + aaap • (p P0l 
a21;i 
+ apa f '  ( fAB - Pr°CA, B) ) + O(T
-l ) 
AB 
where all the parti al derivatives are evaluated at 
( a0, p0• Pr0(A, B) ) .  On the other hand, for r = 1 ,  the Taylor 
expansions are given by (A. 2 8) - (A. 29 ) . 
(A.70) 
From Lemma 10, it fol lows that the system (A.63 )  - (A.70) for 
r L 2 can be written as the vector f irst difference equat ion: 
0 = u + P(�l - &o ) + Q(� - &o) + O(T-1 ) (A. 71 )  
where u, P ,  and Q are def ined by (A.59) - (A.60) . For r = 1 ,  the 
Tay lor expansions (A. 28) - (A. 29 )  are : 
0 = v + Q(�l - &0 ) + O(T-l ) .  
where v is def ined in (A.60) . 
From Lemma 11 , it fol lows that for r L 1 :  
� o -1 [ r r-1 ] -1 & - & = - (P  + Q) u + ( -1 )  X {u - v - Xv) + O(T ) 
where X = PQ-1 • Since Q i s  tri angular, i t s  inverse is  readily 
derived. 
-1 Q = I 
a2L [ r aaaaA' 
I r· I !1 a21;i a21;i a2LA apap • apaa • aaaa • 
; 0 
I I r a21;i ; apap • 
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(A. 72) 
(A.73) 
(A.74) 
Hence X can readily be computed. Since the bottom submatrices of P, 
and hence of X, are nul l , the matrix Xr can straightforwardly be 
derived. We have for r L 1 :  
Gr Gr-1 [ l
-1 
a21;i a21;i 
aaap ' apap ' 
xr 
0 0 
From (A.60) and (A. 75 ) ,  it i s  readily seen that : 
(A. 75 )  
u - v - Xv [;] 
where w is as def ined by (A.65 ) . Bence (A.73 ) becomes :  
where 
� - 60 -1 -1 - (P + Q) u - (P  + Q) Lr-lw 
[Gr-ll Lr-1 = O • 
From Lemma 13 , it fol lows that ../f<� - & 0) converge s in 
distribution to a normal distribut ion with mean zero and some 
covariance matrix L r equal to : 
L
r I a2L l - (P  + Q)-1 - (P + Q)-l Lr-1 G aaaa� G ' + E L;_l ( P  + Q) -1 
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(A. 76) 
(A .77 ) 
(A . 78) 
Using the formula (A.6 1 )  for the inverse of (P + Q) , and after some 
matrix operations, we obtain : 
L
r = IL:a L;a L:11j L ;p (A. 79 )  
where 
L:a - F
-1 [F + Kr]F-1 
\r _ \r , 
L pa - Lap 
a2'1i a2� -1 ! l-1 apap , apaa , F [F + 'r]F-1 
L ;p I l-1 a2� apap • a2� a2� -1 - a2� a2� ! l-1 I 1-1 - apap • apaa • F [F + 1r1F 1 aaap • apap • 
To show that L
r i s  equal to the right-hand side of (3 .25 ) ,  it now 
suffice s to use the formul a for the inverse of a partitioned matrix, 
and Equation (A.64) . 
4 .3 . Another Lemma. 
Corol l aries 4 and 5 involve the matrix G def ined by ( 27 ) . 
This matrix i s  not necessarily symmetric. Neverthel ess, we have : 
Lemma 1 4 :  
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The a X a matrix G always has "a" real nonnegat ive root s which 
may or may not be distinct . The largest characteristic root � 
satisfie s :  
� max xlO 
Lil 
a2L 
, A x aaaa ,x 
(A. 80 ) 
Moreover, the matrix G is s imil ar to the diagonal matrix D (�) 
where }, is the vector of characteri stic root s, i. e. , there exi sts a 
non-singul ar matrix Z such that :  
G Z-l D (t,)Z 
In addition the matrix Z sa tisfie s :  
Z E Z ' - D(�.) 
a2L 
z aaa:. z , - I 
a2L 
i . e . , diagonalizes s imul taneously E and aaaa� · 
proof :  
The characteri stic polynomial of G i s :  
a2L 
__ A_ 
aaaa ' 
which i s  cl early equival ent to : 
do• [ ( -E) _ ' [-.:'.�·, ]] = 0 
15 
(A .81 ) 
(A. 82 ) 
This l atter equation shows that the charact eri stic root s of G are the 
characteri stic value s of the regul ar penc il of posi tive quadratic [ a2L l forms -E -A -aaaa� ( see F. R. Gantmacher ( 1960 ,  p. 3 10 ) ) . It 
fol lows that the a characteri st i c  root s of G are real ( Gantmacher 
( 1960 , Theorem 8 ,  p. 3 10) ) .  Since the smal lest characterist ic value 
is equal to the minimum of the ratio [ a2L l x ' ( -E)x/x '  -aaa:. x (Gantmacher 
( 1960 ,  Theorem 10 ,  p. 3 19 ) ) ,  and since thi s  ratio is always 
nonnegative, it follows that all the characteri stic root s of G are 
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nonnegative . On the other hand, the largest characteristic of G must 
sati sfy (A . 80 )  (Gantmacher ( 1960 , Theorem 13 , p. 3 22) ) .  
Fina l ly, F.quation (A.82 ) directly fol lows from Gantmacher 
( 1960 ,  Theorem 9 ,  p. 314) , after a sign change, while F.quation (A.81) 
fol lows from (A .82 ) and (27 )  after straightforward matrix operations . 
Q. E. D. 
4 .4 .  Proof of Corollary 4 
From ( 3 .11 ) and (A.5 9 ) , we have : 
LM = -( P  + Q)-1 
Since the matrix in brackets in (A.78) is cl early negative sem i­
defini te, then [M - L r is negative semi-def inite . 
(A .83 )  
To show that [ r+l - L r i s  negative semi-def inite or negative 
definite, we shall show that [[ r]-l - [[r+l]-l is negative semi­
def ini te or negative definite .  From ( 28 ) , we have 
[[ r]-1 _ [[ r+l]-1 [ :  :1 
where 
s - ( I  + c;2r-1 )-1F + ( I + c;2r+l ) -1F 
F[(F + (r+l )
-l - (F + Kr >
-l]F 
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(The second equa l i ty fol lows from (A.64) . )  Hence S i s ne gative semi-
def inite if and only if the matrix in brackets i s  negative sem i-
definite, or if and only if 
(F + (r ) - (F + 'r+l > = (r - 'r+l 
is negative semi-definite. Now, from (A .6 2) ,  we have : 
( - 'r+1 r • �•[. + a2L a2L ] G __ A_ G ' - G E G ' - er __ A_ G '2 G , r-l ilaila ' ilaila ' 
Moreover, from (A . 81 ) , we have : 
Gr z-1D <!r>z 
(A . 84 )  
(A .85 ) 
where !r i s  the vector of whi ch the component s are the r-th powers of 
the characteri st ic root s .  
From (A . 82 ) ,  (A .84 ) ,  and (A.85 ) it fol lows that 
(r - (r+l z-
1 [ _ D(},,2 r-l ) _ D(},,2 r) + D(},,2 r+l ) + D(},,2 r+2 ) ]Z-1 , 
z-1D (.?,,2 r+2 + },,2 r+l _ },,2 r },,2 r-l )Z-l , 
Therefore Kr - Kr+l ' and hence L r
+l - [ r are ne gative semi-definite 
7 8  
i f  and only i f  all the elements o f  the diagonal matrix in the above 
equation are nonpo sitive. Since the typical element of thi s  diagonal 
matrix i s  k:r-l [k� 
1 1 
k:r-l ( k .  + 1 )  (k: -1 1 1 
+ A: - A .  - 1 )  which i s  equal to 1 1 
1) , and s ince all the characteristic root s k .  
1 
real and nonnegative ( lemma 14) , it fol lows that '[ r+l - '[ r i s  
are 
ne gative semi-def inite if and only if the largest characteri stic root 
r r+l r r of G i s  not greater than one. It a l so fol lows that L- - L- i s  
ne gat ive def inite if and only i f  the large st characteri stic root of G 
i s  strict ly less than one • 
4 .S .  Proof of Corol lary S 
We have 
a
2
� a
2
� a
2
� 
[ l-1 F + ilailjl ' iljliljl '  il jl ila ' a2LA a2� -- + --aaaa , aaaa , • (A .86 ) 
Then, the resul t is straightforward from ( 16 ) ,  ( 28) , and the fact that 
G can be di agonal ized ( lemma 14) so that (A.85 ) holds . 
4 .6 .  Proof of Corol lary 6 
"L E "L "L Since fAB = f ( a  , jl  , fAB) ( see Equations (A.SO ) and (3 2 ) ) ,  and 
s ince f:l- is a cons i stent estimator of 6 °, then it fol lows f rom (A.68) 
that 1� i s  a consi st ent estimator of Pr0 (A, B) . Moreover, applying 
the same argument as in the proof of Corol lary 3 ,  it fol lows that 
f:l- - 6 ° is O(T-l /2) provided the matrix 
a2L a2L 
__ A_ ; __A_ 
Ar.. aaaa , aaapL , 
R = I 
a2La a2La 
; 
apa�· apapL , 
i s  nonsingular at (a0, p0, Pr0(A, 8) ) where � and PL sati sfy (A.41 ) 
with fE instead of fN. 
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The second partial derivatives in R sati sfy Equations (A.42 ) -
(A.45 ) with fE instead of fN. Then, us ing Lemma 10 we ge t :  
R =  I 
a2LA a
2La 
aaaa , + apap , 
a2La 
aaap • 
a2La 
; aaap • 
a2La 
; apap • 
which is equal to P + Q ( see A.5 9 ) . Hence R i s  nonsingul ar ( see the 
di scuss ion fol lowing (A.60 ) ) .  
Taking now the Taylor expansion of (A.41 ) with fE instead of 
fN around (a0, p0• pr0(A, 8) ) and using Lemma 10 , we obtain : 
I a2L a2La J 0 = __ A + -- + (� -aaaa , aaaa ' a2 ao) + � ""L aaap • < ll  - p0) 
[ a2LA a211J ] + aaaf As + aaar As 
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( fAB - Pr0(A, 8) ) + O(T
-l ) 
(A.87) 
2 2 a21- a La ,.. a La o -1 _ __ JJ_ (Ar.. _ o) + __ ( llL _ p0) + --, ( fAB - Pr (A, 8) ) + O(T ) 0 - apaa • a a apap • apafAB 
It is easy to see that these equations are similar to the Taylor 
expansion of the normal equations for the FIML estimator : 
aLA "'M ala "'M � 0 = -a;-<a , fAB) + -a;- (a , II , f8) 
aLa 0 = ap (�, pt', f8) 
Hence � and � have the same asymptot i c  di stribution, and � i s  
asymptot ical ly efficient . 
5 ,  Generalizations 
(A.88) 
We shal l only cons ider the general ization to the case in which 
al l individual characteri stics are assumed to be qualitative, In 
order to see if the properties of the efficient iterative sequential 
procedure st i l l  hold, it suffices to extend the lemmas that are used 
in the proof s  of these properties to this more general case. 
Lemma 1 is  modified as fol lows : 
Lemma 1 ' :  
and 
pl im fAB I C  = Pr0 (A, B I C )  
D 
Ji'( fAB IC - Pr0 (A, B IC ) ) � N(O, v°AB I C) 
where 
0 0 IOt. -1 0 VAB IC = D(Pr (C) 'O' UIJ) OAB IC 
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(A. 89) 
(A.90 )  
(A .91 ) 
and O� lc i s  the block-di agonal matrix of which the t-th block i s :  
OAB lt D(Pr(A, B l t) ) - Pr(A, B lt> Pr(A, B lt> ' (A .92 ) 
proof :  
Thi s  directly fol lows f rom ( i) the as sumption 
pl im f c Pr0 (C) , ( ii )  the fact that the sampl ings are independent for 
different value s  of C, ( ii i )  the fact that Lemma 1 now holds for fAB lt 
for any t where T is now Tft' and ( iv) the equation: 
Ji'C fAB lt - Pr0 (A, B l t) ]  = � Jfft[fAB lt - Pr0 (A, B l t > J .ne5 t 
Q. E. D. 
Let us note that if p� = 0 for some t, then the vectors in 
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(A. 80 )  - (A. 90 )  should accordingly be reduced by deleting the 
component s associated with C = t. 
Al l the Lemmas 2 - 5 ,  and 7 - 10 cont inue to hold provided 
they are writ ten for C = t. Speci fically, in the statement s of these 
lemmas, a subscript t is now attached to the symbols LA, Ls• ZA' ZB' 
fN, and fE, ( e . g . , LA becomes LAt ) ,  while the other symbol s  are 
defined by conditioning on C = t ( e . g . , fAB' Pr(A IB) , OA IB' and 0 
become respectively fAB l t' Pr(A IB, t) ,  OA IB, t' and OAB lt) ' 
The matrices E, F, G, P and Q are def ined as before ( see 
Equations ( 17 ) , ( 26 ) ,  ( 27 ) , and (A.59) ) ,  and thus involve the log-
likel ihoods LA and Ls ( not LAt' and Let> • Hence, a fortiori, Lemmas 
11 , 12 , and 14 continue to hold. 
Two 1 emmas remain to be checked : Lemma 6 and Lemma 13 , 
Lemma 6 as wel l as Equation ( 17 )  now hold for some (b + K) X a matrix 
A .  Al so, the matrices ZB and � are now def ined as fol lows :  
z = B 
ZBl 
ZBK 
� = [Ne • ze] [ 1 K eK @ UJ' • • • , eK @ UJ zJ 
(A .93 ) 
The proof of thi s  modified Lemma 6 '  is simil ar to the proof of Lemma 
6 ,  and relies on the equation 
E = 
ap •zB[ _1 ] azBp 
- --a;;:-- ve l c - vB lcZB[zsvB l cZe] zsvB lc � 
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( A . 94 )  
where VB IC is the b l ock d i agonal matrix of which the k-th block is 
Pk°iJ l k ' F.qua t ion ( A . 9 4 )  strai ght forwardly fol lows from F.quations 
( 17 ) , ( 36 ) ,  and Lemma 3 which now holds for Lat• 
It  then f ol l ows that Corol l ary 1 i s  modified accordingly. 
Furthermore, the proof of Corol l ary 2 shows that thi s  coroll ary st i l l  
holds prov ided the model spa ce Mu < a )  be  now def ined a s  the l inear 
vector space spanned by the column vectors of the matrix Mu def ined in 
(A.93 ) .  
Fina l ly, in order to extend Theorem 3 to the case of 
qua l i tative indiv idual character i s t i cs, we nee d  to show that Lemma 13 
s t i l l  holds where u and w are def ine d as  follows : 
where 
and 
n = i pkuk w = i pkwk 
Uk = 
2 2 a LAk a �k 
i!ai!fAu lk 
+ i!aafAB lk 
a2�k 
apa fAB lk 
( fAB l k - Pr
o(A, B lk) ) 
(A. 95 ) 
( A . 96 )  
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wk [-G 2 a LAk i!aa fAB lk + i!ailfA1J lk a2�k [ l-
1 l a2� a2� a2�k - aaap • apap • apafAB l k  ( fAB l k  - Pro (A, B l k) ) 
( A . 9 7 )  
Compare ( A . 9 4 )  and ( A . 9 7 )  to ( A . 6 0 )  and (A.65 ) .  Note that (A. 97 ) a l so 
involves G and Lu· Then it can readily b e  shown using Lemma s  1 '  and 5 
that Lemma 13 holds with the above def ini t i ons . It then fol l ows that 
the proof o f  Theorem 3 goes through prov ided one def ine v as : 
where 
v = � pkvk 
vk = 
2 I a LAk i!ailfAiJ lk ( f - Pro (A, B l k) ) 2 AB lk a �k i!PilfAiJ lk 
( See (A.60 ) ) .  
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Footnotes 
1 .  
2 . 
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
I am much grate ful to Dav id Grether for his comment s and 
encouragement . I have also benef ited from st imul ating 
di scuss ions with John Link and Marc Nerlove . 
Thus I and J are constant . Since the mode l ( 1 ) - (5 )  requires 
all the probabil ities to be strictly posi tive, thi s  i s  a 
simpl if ication. The resul ts of this paper can, however, be 
straightforwardly extended to cases in which I depends on t and 
on the value of B, and J depends on t .  Al so, t o  s impl ify the 
notations, the subscript "t" has been suppressed f rom the random 
vari abl es At and Bt . 
In Q. H. Vuong (1982b ) , exampl es of such funct ions z jt ( . ) ' s  are 
given. One may want to consider model s  in which the funct ions 
zjt ( . )  ' s  are known only up to some unknown parameters &. 
However, one would then lose the convenient feature that the 
probabil ity model for B is log-linear or log i t .  
In particul ar, by making such an assumption, we avoid the 
problems associated with cases in which the set of possible 
values of the expl anatory vari abl es in (1) - ( 2) i s  unbounded 
due, for instance, to undesigned experiment s .  We shal l return to 
thi s point in Section 5 .  
It i s  more convenient to order the component s of log PrCA IB l and 
the rows of ZA according to the inverse rather than to the usua l 
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
lexi cographical ordering of the pairs ( i, j ) . 
As a matter of fact, the recursive pair of probabi l i ty model s  
( 3  . 1 )  - ( 3  .2) is defined by 
( i) a conditional log-l inear probabil ity (CLLP) mode l for A 
given B with model space generated by the J vectors �j and 
the a column-vectors of ZA' 
( ii) a log-linear probabil ity model for B with a model space 
generated by u1 and the b column-vectors of ZB' and hence 
depending on a. 
( See Q. H. Vuong ( 1982a ) ) .  
It i s  wel l known that the non-existence of M. L. est imate in 
log-l inear probabil ity model s  or logit models i s  due to the 
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presence of observed empty cells . For a characteri z ation of the 
cases in which the M. L. estimate exists , see, e . g . ,  S. J . 
Haberman ( 1974) , D. McFadden ( 1974 ) ,  and J . P. Link (1983 ) . 
The covari ance matrix 1: 1 can cl early be consistent ly estimated 
by the ri ght-hand side of ( 14) where all the second partial 
Al Al derivatives of LA and Lu are evaluated at (a , P ,  fAB) .  Let us 
note that other consistent estimators of 1:1 exi s t s .  For 
instance , one may use the ri ght-hand side of ( 14) where all the 
Al Al A l partial derivatives are evaluated at Ca , p ,  Pr (A,B) ) . 
9 .  Throughout thi s paper, the asymptot i c  covariance matrix of a 
A 
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consi stent estimator 9 i s  the covariance matrix of the asymptot i c  
A distribut ion of ../f<& - 0° ) as T goe s  to infinity. 
10 . The covari ance matrix 1=M i s  nonsingul ar as shown in  the Appendix 
( see the di scus sion fol lowing (A.60) ) .  
11 . A consi stent e st imator ;i with asymptot i c  covariance matrix 1=2 
12 . 
13 . 
is said to be l ess efficient than another cons istent estimator �l 
with asymptot ic covari ance matrix 1=1 if 1=2 - 1=1 is a po sit ive 
sem i-def inite matrix . 
The conditional frequencies f i l j are all wel l-def ined s ince we 
have assumed that there are no empty cells .  We shal l return to 
thi s assumption in Section 5 .  
Note that in ( i i) we use fB instead of � = �r(B) . If , however, 
A r; i s  used, then it can be proven that Theorem 2 cont inue s to 
hold. 
14 . I am much indebted to J .  P. Link for i l luminating d i scus sions on 
thi s po int . 
15 . Moreover, the negative of the inverse of the second partial 
derivatives of LA evaluated at (�
1 • fAB) is a consi stent 
estimator of the asymptotic covari ance matrix of the two-step 
conditional est imator of a. Hence thi s matrix is usually given 
16 . 
by standard computer packages for logit model est imation. 
Ar The effect of using f8 
studied in future wort. 
A Pr(B) instead of fB in ( ii ) will be 
17 . As in  footnote 8 ,  the asymptot ic covariance matrix 1= r can be 
consi stent ly est imated by the right-hand side of ( 28) where all 
the parti al derivatives are evaluated at (:-r, pr, fAB) or 
Ar Ar A r ( a , f:l , Pr (A, B) ) .  
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1 8 .  It is easy to see that the asymptotic covariance matrices of the 
� 2 & ' s  are a l l  equal if and only if G = I. From Lemma 14 of the 
Appendix, it fol lows that thi s  holds if and only if al l the roots 
of G are equal to one, i . e . , G is s imilar to the ident ity matrix. 
1 9 .  As a matter of fact , the adjustment ( 24) def ining the effici ent 
iterative sequential procedure was di scovered by not ing the 
property stated in Corol lary 6 .  
20 .  See Q .  H. Vuong (1928a, 1982b ) . Thi s  is the class ical 
ident i f ication probl em as def ined by e . g . , T. J .  Rothenberg 
( 1971 ) . 
21 . For general theorems on the exi stence of M.L. estimate s in log-
l inear probabil ity models ,  see S. J. Haberman (1974) . For 
straight forward extensions of the se resul ts to CLLP models , see 
Q. H. Vuong (1982 a) . See also J . P. Link (1983 ) . 
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22 , If C is non-triv ial ly polytomous , then K i s  s imply the product of 
the numbers of categories of all the qual itative indiv idual 
characteri sti c s .  
23 , It can ea sily be shown that all the parameters in a are 
. , ident ified i f  and only if the matrix z: = [ZAk ; k observed] ' is 
ful l  column-rank where z:k is the matrix obtained from ZAk by 
del et ing the rows associated with unobserved combinations ( j ,  k) . 
Simil arly, al l the parameters in P are ident i f ied i f  and only if 
the matrix z; = [ZBk ; k observed] ' is ful l column-rank. ( See Q. 
H, Vuong ( 1982 a ) ) .  
24 . The adjustment ( 20 )  which is assoc iated with the natural 
iterative sequent i al procedure is general ized in the same way . 
25 . We are cons idering exogenous sampl ing only . If Pr0 (C) is equal 
to the true marginal distribut ion of the characteristic C in the 
popul ation, then one has a random exogenous sampl ing; otherwise, 
one has a strat if ied exogenous sampl ing ( see C. Manski and D. 
McFadden ( 1981 )  for thi s  terminology and other sampl ing designs) . 
26 . Specifically, the adj ustment s ( 23 )  and ( 24) associated with the 
natural and efficient iterative sequent ial procedures now apply 
to the condit iona l frequency � l k  ( a s  in F.quation (39 ) ) .  Then, 
the statement s of Theorem 1 - 3 ,  and Corol laries 1 - 6 stay as 
they are ( the matrices E, F, G, are def ined a s  in Sect ions 2 - 4, 
and LA and L8 ( not LAk and �k) are used in the formul as ) ,  the 
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only exc ept ion be ing Corollari e s  1 and 2, which are modif ied as 
di scus sed in Section S of the Appendix. 
27 . More preci se ly, we now use ZAk and VAIBk instead of ZA and VA IB 
in (A .11 )  where VA IBk is def ined a s  in (A.8) - (A .10) with 
Pr CA IB, k) instead of Pr(A IB) . Al so, a consistent estimate of the 
asymptot ic covari ance matrix L: r can be obtained by evalua ting 
all the partial derivatives in the right-hand side of ( 28) at 
c:r. pr, �t (A,B I C ) ,  fc) or c:r. pr, fAB IC' fc> · 
2 8 .  These technical ities essent ial ly ari se from the fact that we do 
not have many observations per cel l ,  i . e . , repeated observations . 
2 9 .  I t s  asymptot ic covariance matrix i s  given by ( 14 ) , Act ual ly, the 
asymptot ic covari ance matrix is the probabil ity l imit of the 
matrix in the right hand side of ( 14) where all the se cond 
partial derivatives are evalua ted a t  (a, p, yAB1> .  
3 0 .  When there are no repeated observations the method that cons ists 
in substi tut ing f AB l t  and fB l t for Pr (A IB) and Pr (B) in F.quation 
A (A. 8 )  - (A . 9 )  leads to an estimated matrix VAIB that i s  
ident ically nul l .  
3 1 .  See footnote 2 9 .  
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